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Sesavali 
 

saqarTvelos erovnuli muzeumis, s.janaSias saxelobis 

saqarTvelos muzeumis noqalaqevis erToblivma qarTul-inglisurma 

arqeologiurma eqspediciam∗, senakis municipalitetis sof. 

noqalaqevis naqalaqarze arqeologiuri gaTxriTi samuSaoebi 2009 

wlis 2 ivlisidan 30 ivlisamde awarmoa. 2008 wlis saqarTvelo-

ruseTis omma Tavisi uaryofiTi gavlena eqspediciis britanuli 

mxaris raodenobaze mkveTrad uaryofiTad asaxa.   

qarTul-inglisuri proeqti 2 ivliss daiwyo da 30 ivlisamde 

naqalaqaris qveda terasis aRmosavleT seqtorSi, ,,A” Txrilze (ub. 

XXX kv.F-2) elinisturi epoqis kulturuli fenebisa da samarovnis 

erTi monakveTis, meores mxriv ki, centralur seqtorSi “B” Txrilis 

samarovnis nawilis SeswavliT Semoifargla. 

2009 wels ganviTarebuli arqeologiuri gaTxrebis erT-erT 

umTavres prioritetad kvlav saganmanaTleblo-satreiningo programa 

rCeboda qarTveli da ucxoeli studentebisaTvis. jgufebad dayofili 

saerTo raodenoba studentebisa morigeobiT mecadineobebs gadiodnen 

savele arqeologiaSi, prevenciul konservaciaSi, arqeobotanikaSi 

(flotaciis meTodiT muSaoba), restavracia-konservaciaSi, 

saqarTvelos istoriaSi, wyaroebis mixedviT egrisis istoriasa da 

Tanamedrove teqnologiebis codnaSi (GPS–gamoyeneba). yvela es 

mimarTuleba myar koordinacias eyrdnoboda. 

noqalaqevis arqeologiuri eqspediciis mier ganxorcielebuli 

samuSaoebis sxvadasxva etapebi 2009 ww. angariSebi sami sxvadasxva 

moxsenebis saxiT iqna saprezentaciod warmodgenili. 

saangariSo periodSi eqspediciis mier,  noqalaqevis muzeumis 

bazaze organizebuli iqna, inglisuri enis Semswavleli, ufaso 

sazafxulo skolis funqcionireba q. senakis sajaro skolebis 

moswavleebisaTvis.  

                                                 
∗ eqspediciis SemadgenlobaSi Sediodnen prof. d.lomitaSvili (eqspediciis 
xelmZRvaneli), doqt. b.lorTqifaniZe (eqspediciis xel-is moadgile), doqt. 
n.qebulaZe (qimikos-restavratori), doqt. z.TvalWreliZe (arqeologi), n.murRulia 
(razmis ufrosi), doqt. m.bokeria (arqeobotanikosi), doqt. e.yvavaZe (palinilogiuru 
kvlevebi), n.Zigua (asistenti), m.zamTaraZe da doqt. T.kapanaZe,- kameraluri samuSaoebi, 
i.qolvini (oqsfordis universteti), b.nili (sauthemptonis universiteti), doqt. 
p.everili (bredfordis universiteti), doqt. j.timbi (arqeologi), q.granti da 
k.rasseli (supervaizerebi), studentebi Tbilisis saxelmwifo da britaneTis 
universitetebidan. 
 



A Txrilze warmoebuli samuSaoebis angariSi 

 

2009 wlis sezonze eqspediciis erTma jgufma samuSaoebi A Txrilze 

29 ivnisidan 30 ivlisamde awarmoa. samuSaoebis pirveli 5 dRe A da B 

Txrilebis mcenareuli safarisgan da damcavi celofnisgan 

gaTavisuflebas davuTmeT. 6 ivlisidan ki A Txrilis arqeologiuri 

gaTxrebi ganaxlda. 

iseve, rogorc wina wlebSi 2009 wlis sezonzec arqeologiuri 

kvleva-Ziebis paralelurad eqspedi- 

ciis farglebSi gagrZelda qarTveli 

da britaneli arqeologiis 

specialobis studentebis 

treiningebi savele arqeologiaSi. am 

sezonze satreiningo kursi gaiara 

studentma. A Txrilze warmoebul arqeologiur da satreinigo 

samuSaoebs xelmZRvanelobas uwevdnen q. granti da n. murRulia. 

A Txrilis xelaxla

rva qarTvelma da oTxma britanelma 

 gaxsnis da pirveladi, zedapiruli preparaciis 

Semd

naSTebi da aseve Txrilis Crd

A Txrili gaTxrebis dawyebisas

eg daviweT wina wlebSi gamovlenili elinisturi xanis nagebobebis 

im naSTebis alageba, romlebic maTi Tanadrouli kulturuli fenebis 

(217), (231), (235) preparaciis Sedegad, 

maT donesTan SedarebiT ufro zeda 

horizontze aRmoCndnen. wina wlebSi 

es naSTebi srulad iqna fiqsirebuli 

rogorc dokumentalurad, ise foto 

da grafikuli masalebiT. 

Sesabamisad. maTi aReba sezonis 

pirvel etapze yovel mxriv 

gamarTlebuli iyo. saboloo jamSi  

aviReT (187), (212), (244) da (245) kedlis 

ilo-aRmosavleT kuTxeSi brtylad 

dalagebuli didi zomis (1X2 m) kldis fleTili lodebi. am naSTebis 

A Txrili, elinisturi nagebobebis 
naSTebis alagebis Semdeg 



qvebis Txrilidan alageba sakmaod rTuli da Sromatevadi saqme aRmoCnda 

da erTi samuSao dRe gagrZelda. 

kidev 2.60 m-ze grZeldeba Txrilis 

qvebis alagebis Semdeg gadawyda Txrilis Crdilo monakveTis donis 

gaTanabreba samxreT naxevarTan, radganac naqalaqaris am monakveTze 

arsebuli reliefis da TxrilSi gamovlenili nagebobebis Seswavlis 

gamo Txriliodnav daqanebuli iyo samxreTisaken. am samuSaos Sesruleba 

gulsxmobda Txrilis Crdilo naxevarSi wina wels gamovlenili (217)-e 

da (235)-e elinisturis xanis kulturuli fenebis srul preparirebas. 

rasac, gamomdinare iqedan, rom am fenebSi sami samarxi aRmoCnda, sezonis 

darCenili dReebi davuTmeT. 

imave (235)-e fenaSi mdebareobs 2008 wlis sezonze gamovlenili kidev 

erTi nagebobis naSTi (242), romelic mxolod nawilobriv iyo gawmendili. 

saangariSo wels am nagebobis naSTis 

sruli gawmendva moxerxda. is 

warmoadgens nagebobis kuTxis 

nawils, romelic (245)-e kedlis 

dasavleT gayolebaze samiode metrSi 

iwyeba, 1.50 m-is gavlis Semdeg 90 

gradusiT uxvevs CrdiloeTisken da 

Crdilo kidemde, Tumca unda aRiniSnos, rom kedlis es monakveTi ar 

gadis Txrilis gareT. is Txrilis kidemde 40 sm-Si wydeba, wriulad 

uxvevs aRmosavleTisken da ikargeba. am kedlis preparaciis Sedegad 

aRmoCnda, rom is “or rigad” iyo dawyobili, gansxvavebiT sxva 

nagebobisgan, romlebic mxolod TiTo-TiTo rigebiT iyo warmodgenili. 

Tumca (242)-e kedlis SemTxvevaSic rigebs Soris raime saxis bma (Tundac 

qvebis formebis morgeba) ar dagvifiqsirebia. aseve sainteresoa, rom 

kedlis das-aRm xazze zeda rigs qmnida mozrdili (40X60 sm) qvebi, xolo 

maTi aRebis Semdeg gamoCnda SedarebiT momcro zomis (10X20 sm) qvebiT 

Seqmnili kidev erTi rigi. sapirispiro suraTia amave kedlis samxreT-

CrdiloeTis damxrobis xazze, sadac kedlis zeda rigs momcro qvebi 

qmnida, xolo maT qvemoT dalagebuli iyo didi zomis (30X50 sm) kldis 

fleTili qvebi. kedlis Sida kuTxis gawmendvisas gamoCnda erTad 

(242)-e nagebobis naSTi, xedi aRm-idan



Cayrili saSualo zomis (15-20 sm) qvebis grova, romlebic savaraudod 

nagebobis am nawilis dangrevis Sedegad warmoiqmna. aqve aRmoCnda 

danaxSirebuli xis mcire fragmentebi, rac gvafiqrebinebs, rom nageboba 

xanZris Sedegad ganadgurda. 

aseve saangariSo wels gagrZelda 2008 wlis sezonze gamovlenili 

(232)-e nayari qvis grovis preparacia Txrilis Crdilo-dasavleT kuTxeSi. 

qvebis grova, romelic elinisturi 

xanis nagebobebis Tanadroulia da 

Cveni azriT ramodenime adgilas 

mosworebul samSeneblo narCenebs 

warmoadgens samkaod sqel fenas 

qmnis – wina sezonze gawmendili 

qvebis ayris Semdeg aRmoCnda rom 

es fena siRrmeSi grZeldeba kidev 

20 sm-ze da SesaZloa ufro Rrmadac, 

rasac momaval sezonze nayari qvebis grovis sruli preparaciis Semdeg 

SevityobT. am fenaSi didi raodenobiT amodis elinisturi da 

nawilobriv adre antikuri xanis keramikuli WurWlis natexebi, am 

fenaSive aRmoCnda momcro zomis spilenZis firfitis fragmenti [18]∗ da 

kaJis isrispiri [20]. (232)-e qvebis grovas aRmosavleTidan ebjineba kidev 

erTi elinisturi xanis kedlis naSTi, Tumca is Txrilis dasavleT 

monakveTSi, sxva nagebobebis naSTebisgan gancalkevebiT mdebareobs da 

warmodgenili mxolod erTi Crdilo-samxreT damxrobis 2.75 m sigrZis 

xaziT. sxva naSTebisgan 

gansxvavebiT am kedlis wyobaSi 

kldis fleTil qvasTan erTad 

gvxvdeba erTi cali riyis qvac. 

(232)-e qvebis grova da (243)-e nagebobis 
naSTi, xedi das-idan 

rogorc ukve aRiniSna, (217)-e da 

(235)-e elinisturi xanis 

kulturuli fenebis preparireba 

mTeli sezonis ganmavlobaSi 

mimdinareobda. 2008 wlis sezonis 

msgavsad saangariSo welsac orive 

(217)-e da (235)-e kulturuli fenebis 
mdebareoba A TxrilSi, xedi aRm-dan

                                                 
∗ mcire monapovris nomeri 



fenaSi amosuli arqeologiuri masala (keramikuli WurWlis fragmentebi 

– qoTnebi, doqebi, dergebi da sxv; liTonis nawarmi – brinjaos nivTebis 

fragmentebi) ZiriTadad elinistur xanas ganekuTvneba (ix. noqalaqevis 

qarTul-inglisuri eqspediciis 2008 wlis angariSi). Tumca sainteresoa, 

rom am fenebSi etapobrivad vlindeba adre antikuri xanis keramikis 

naSTebic – umetesad VI-IV ss-isTvis damaxasiaTebeli sasmisebis Zirebi, 

yurmiliani keramikis fragmentebi. 

gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa erTi 

Savad gamomwvari WurWlis, 

savaraudod dergis natexi, 

romelic adre antikur xanas unda 

ganekuTvnebodes. am keramikuli 

WurWlis natexs gverdze gasdevs 

wriuli formis ornamenti. aseve 

vertikalurad gamoyvanili aqvs 

kanelurebi da rac yvelaze 

sainteresoa, wriuli ornamentis 

Tavze WurWlis SemorCenil nawilze SeimCneva amoRarviT Sesrulebuli 

romeliRac Cliqosani cxovelis fexebi, romelic sakmaod maRal 

mxatvrul donezea Sesrulebuli. samwuxarod am WurWlis sxva 

fragmentebi ar gamovlenila d

Savad gamomwvari WurWlis fragmenti 
ornamentebiT (235) 

a amitom damatebiT raimes Tqma Wirs.  

A Txrilze wina wlebis msgavsad mimdinare sezonzec gamovlinda 

elinisturi xanis samarxebi, Tumca maTi raodenoba siRrmeSi CasvlasTan 

erTad klebulobs. 2007 wels A Txrilze gamovlinda elinisturi xanis 

Svidi samarxi, 2008 wels – oTxi, xolo mimdinare sezonze mxolod sami, 

rac gamowveulia imiT, rom TandaTanobiT xdeba elinisturi xanis 

kulturuli fenebis gavla da Sesabamisad am periodis samarxebis 

intensivobac klebulobs, paralelurad ki matulobs adre antikuri 

xanis keramikuli nawarmis raodenoba. 

 

2009 wlis sezonze gamovlenili samive samarxi ganekuTvneba 

elinisturi xanis ormosamarxis tips, Tumca maT Soris tipologiuri 

sxvaobebi mainc arsebobs. 

 
 



 
0901 samarxi Txrilis centralur monakveTSi (187)-e nagebobis das-aRm 

damxrobis kedlis CrdiloeT kidesTan gamovlinda. r

aRmosavl

CrdiloeTisken. samarxi ekuTvnoda 

 

aRmoCnda frinvelis (savaraudod qaTmis) 

frinvelis ConCxis naSTebi samarxs. Tuki 

micvalebuls Caayoles. 

ogorc Cans, samarxi 

ubralod iyo gaWrili miwaSi, 

qvebiT SemosazRvris gareSe. 

mxolod samxreTis mxridan 

ebjineboda mas (187)-e nagebobis 

kedeli. micvalebuli (261) samarxSi 

das-aRm mimarTulebiT esvena, 

marjvena gverdze, sustad moxril 

mdgomareobaSi, TaviT 

eTisken da saxiT 

savaraudod zrdasrul mamakacs. 

ConCxis sigrZe 1.70 m-s aRwevda. 

micvalebuls samarxSi Catanebuli 

hqonda Semdegi inventari: 1. ori 

cali brinjaos samajuri [6] marcxena 

majaze; erTi brinjaos samajuri [10] 

marjvena majaze; 2. lurji da 

oqrosfrad daferili pastis mZivebi 

[7] micvalebulis kisris aredan 

aRebuli miwidan, - nayaridan (260).  

3. brinjaos sayure rgoli [15] micvalebulis kisris aredan aRebuli 

miwidan, - nayaridan (260); 4. ruxi Seferilobis doqi [14] micvalebulis 

fexebTan, samarxis Crdilo-dasavleT kuTxeSi.  

samarxis Crdilo-aRmosavleT kuTxesTan 

0901 samarxi (260), (261), [262]  

 
0901 samarxis inventari (260) 

frinvelis ConCxi (263) 

ConCxi (263), romelic TiTqmis srulad iyo 

SemorCenili. imis gamo, rom samarxis Wrilis 

[262] konturis dadgena ver moxerxda, 

dazustebiT ver vityviT ekuTvnoda Tu ara 

ekuTvnoda, maSin safiqrebelia, rom is 



0901 samarxidan paleobotanikuri (nayaridan) da palinologiuri 

(ConCxis sxvadasxva nawilebidan da inventaridan) analizebisTvis 

aRebuli iqna 23 sinji (## 1-6, 11, 13, 18, 20-23, 26-33, 38).∗ 

 

0902 samarxi 0901 samarxis CrdiloeTiT 1.5 metrSi gamovlinda. 

samarxis Wrils [256] garSemo 

Semowyobili hqonda sxvadasxva 

zomis (10 sm-dan 70 sm-mde) kldis 

fleTili qvebi. gansakuTrebiT 

kargad ikveTeba Semowyobili qvebis 

samxreT da CrdiloeT xazebi, 

sadac mozrdili, wagrZelebuli 

formis qvebi dauwyviaT. 

aRsaniSnavia, rom iseve, rogorc 

0901 samarxi, esac elinisturi xanis erT-erTi kedlis (242) das-aRm 

damxrobis xazis samxreT kideze, mis ZirSia mowyobili. A Txrilze 2003 

wlidan moyolebuli, es ukve meoTxe SemTxvevaa, rodesac samarxi 

nagebobis kidezea mowyobili. samarxSi micvalebuli esvena das-aRm 

mimarTulebiT, marcxena gverdze, 

TaviT aRmosavleTisken da saxiT 

savaraudod samxreTisken (Tavis qala 

Tavisi pirvandeli adgilidan 

daZruli da kisris malebidan 10 sm-

iT iyo daSorebuli. qveda yba ki 

menjis ZvalTan ido.) 

0902 samarxi (254), (255), [256]  

samarxi ekuTvnoda savaraudod 

zrdasrul qals. ConCxis sigrZe 1.50 

m-s aRwevda. 0901 samarxis msgavsad 

aqac amovida sxvadasxva saxis 

samarxeuli inventari. ConCxis kisris aresTan aRebul miwaSi, - nayarSi 

(254) aRmoCnda lurji, Savi da wiTeli Seferilobis pastis da naxevrad 

0902 samarxis inventari (254) 

                                                 
∗ analizebis Sedegebi SeigiZliaT ixiloT eqspediciis saerTo angariSSi 

(paleobotanikur da palinologiur angariSebi). 

 



Zvirfasi qvebisgan damzadebuli mZivebi [8]; micvalebuls TavTan edo 

ruxi Seferilobis qoTani [9]; orive xelze ekeTa brinjaos TiTo-TiTo 

samajurebi, erTi – rkinis Jangis kvaliT [12] da erTic - wriulad 

dagrexili [13]; kidev erTi samajuri aRmoCnda micvalebulis menjTan [11]; 

samarxis nayaris gacris Semdeg aRmoCnda 2 cali brinjaos sayure rgoli 

[16]. 

0902 samarxidan paleobotanikuri (nayaridan) da palinologiuri 

(ConCxis sxvadasxva nawilebidan da inventaridan) analizebisTvis 

aRebuli iqna 11 sinji (## 15-17, 24, 25, 34-37, 39, 47). 

 
0904 samarxi Txrilis Crdilo kidesTan gamovlinda. (235) 

kulturuli fenis preparaciis dros, (242)-e nagebobis dasavleTiT 

gamoikveTa erTad dawyobili 

mcire da saSualo zomis (5X10 sm, 

15X20 sm) qvebis erTgvari “wyoba”, 

romelic marTkuTxa formas 

qmnida da Txrilis Crdilo kidis 

gareT gadioda. aseve mcire zomis 

qvebi Cayrili iyo am marTkuTxa 

qvebiT Semowyobili da gadaxuruli s

fotofiqsaciis da Caxazvis Semdeg 

movaxdineT qvebis “wyobis” 

Suagulis preparacia. Sedegad 

aRmoCnda Crdilo-samxreT 

damxrobis samarxi, Tumca 

samwuxarod mxolod nawilobriv. 

ConCxis (265) TiTqmis naxevari - 

mklavebi, neknebi, xerxemali, Tavis 

qala, Txrilis gareT gadioda da 

Sesabamisad am samarxis srulad 

Seswavla ver moxerxda. Tumca misi 

tipologiuri maxasiaTeblebis 

gansazRvra umetes wilad mainc moxerxda. samarxi Crdilo-samxreT 

“wyobis” SuagulSi, ramac 

Tavidanve gvafiqrebina, rom es 

amarxi unda yofiliyo. misi 

0904 samarxi (264), (265), [266] gaxsnamde

0904 samarxi (264), (265), [266]  



damxrobis iyo. micvalebuli esvena marcxena gverdze, Zlier mokrunCxul 

mdgomareobaSi, TaviT CrdiloeTisken da saxiT savaraudod 

aRmosavleTisken. samarxis Wrilis [266] konturs garSemo Semowyobili 

hqonda riyis da kldis fleTili qvebi, Tumca samarxis aRmosavleT 

kideze, ConCxis nawili (muxlis Zvali) Semowyobili qvebis qveS aRmoCnda, 

rac gvafiqrebinebs, rom samarxis qvebiT SemosazRvra moxda 

micvalebulis dakrZalvis da misi cxedris miwiT dafarvis Semdeg, miT 

umetes, rom ConCxis 15-20 sm-iT ufro qvemoT mdebareobs, vidre 

Semowyobili qvebi. an SasaZloa droTa ganmavlobaSi ConCxi daiZra da is 

samarxisTvis Semowyobili qvebis qvemoT moeqca. rogorc ukve iTqva, 0904 

samarxi mxolo nawilobriv gamovlina. samarxis gawmedil nawilSi raime 

saxis samarxeuli inventari ar gamovlenila. SesaZloa micvalebuls 

Catanebuli hqonoda sayureebi, samajurebi an mZivebi, Tumca 

micvalebulis zeda kidurebi da Tavis qala Txrilis gareT aris 

moqceuli da Sesabamisad danamdvilebiT verafers vityviT. micvalebulis 

qveda kidurebis zomebis mixedviT SegviZlia vTqvaT, rom samarxi 

zrdasrul adamians ekuTvnoda. 

0904 samarxis nayaridan (264) paleobotanikuri analizebisTvis 

aReb

09 wlis sezonze savele samuSaoebis dasruleba 1 agvistos 

SevwyviteT da verc Semdgom 

datborvis gamo. Sesabamisad verc Txri

gamovlenili nawilis Caxazva da amoReba moxerxda. samarxs gadaefara  

 

uli iqna 2 sinji (## 43-44). 

 

20

igegmeboda, bolo oTxi dRis 

ganmavlobaSi unda Caxazuliyo 

0904 samarxi da momxdariyo misi 

aReba. aseve igegmeboda Txrilis 

sezonis bolo generaluri 

naxazis gakeTeba. Tumca 27-29 

ivliss dafiqsirebuli naleqiani 

amindebis gamo muSaobis 

dReebSi gavagrZeleT Txrilis 

lis Caxazva da verc 0904 samarxis 

A Txrili sezonis bolos, naleqiani 
amindebis Semdeg 



damcavi celofani da daifara 

miwiT. misi sruli dokumentireba 

d

amcavi celofani da daifara 

miwiT. misi sruli dokumentireba 

da Txrilidan amoReba momaval 

ezonze dasruldeba. 

Txrilze gamovlenili mcire monapovrebis sia 

i

mo
varis # 

konteqsti aRweriloba 
koordinatebi

TxrilSi 
siRrme
0-dan 

a Txrilidan amoReba momaval 

ezonze dasruldeba. 

Txrilze gamovlenili mcire monapovrebis sia 

i

mo
varis # 

konteqsti aRweriloba 
koordinatebi

TxrilSi 
siRrme
0-dan 

A Txrili celofnis safariT daxurvis 
Semdeg  

ss

A Txrilis celofnis safariT 

dafarva eqspediciis dasrulebidan 

ramodenime dReSi wylis amoSrobis 

Semdeg moxerxda. 

A Txrilis celofnis safariT 

dafarva eqspediciis dasrulebidan 

ramodenime dReSi wylis amoSrobis 

Semdeg moxerxda. 

 

T: 

 

T: 

2009 wels A 

koordinatebis da siRrmeebis darTv

2009 wels A 

koordinatebis da siRrmeebis darTv

napo- napo- 

1 (259) Tixis kvirisTavi 104.66 / 204.10 - 3.71 m 

2 (235) 
brinjaos kalmiseburi nivTis 
fragmenti 

103.10 / 207.35 - 3.75 m

3 (235) brinjaos Reros fragmenti 103.23 / 208.22 - 3.72 m
4 (235) brinjaos wvrili Rero 101.95 / 212.84 - 3.47 m
5 (235) kaJis namglis piris CasarTavi 100.78 / 211.50 - 3.55 m

6 (260) 
2 c. brinjaos samajuri 0901 
samarxis ConCxis (261) marcxena 
majidan 

100.85 / 208.15 - 3.79 m

7 (260) pastis mZivebi 0901 samarxidan 100.60 / 207.80 - 3.83 m 
8 (254) pastis mZivebi 0902 samarxidan 101.25 / 209.85 - 3.72 m

9 (254) 
ruxi Seferilobis qoTani 0902 
samarxidan 

101.25 / 209.75 - 3.70 m

10 (260) 
brinjaos samajuri 0901 
samarxis ConCxis (261) marjvena 
majidan 

100.40 / 208.20 - 3.78 m

11 (254) 
brinjaos samajuri 0902 
samarxis ConCxis (255) menjTan 

101.65 / 209.90 - 3.75 m

12 (254) 
brinjaos samajuri rkinis 
JangiT 0902 samarxidan 

101.07 / 209.75 - 3.70 m

13 (254) 
brinjaos grexili samajuri 
0902 samarxidan 

101.15 / 209.75 - 3.70 m

14 (260) doqi 0901 samarxidan 99.80 / 208.25 - 3.81 m 

15 (260) 
brinjaos sayure rgoli 0901 
samarxidan 

101.00 / 207.95 - 3.80 m

16 (254) 
brinjaos 2 c. sayure 0902 
samarxidan 

101.25 / 209.85 - 3.73 m

17 (235) kaJis namglis piris CasarTavi 101.75 / 210.00 - 3.61 m 
18 (232) spilenZis firfitis naWeri 97.45 / 211.55 - 3.59 m
19 (235) Tixis borblis modeli 101.90 / 211.75 - 3.59 m
20 (232) kaJis isrispiri 96.00 / 212.65 - 3.63 m
21 (217) qvis samkaulis fragmenti 97.56 / 205.13 - 3.74 m



B Txrilze warmoebuli samuSaoebis angariSi 

 

qarTul-inglisuri eqspediciis mier B Txrilze samuSaoebi 

warmoebda 2002-2005 wlebis sezonze sadac gamovlenili iyo gvian Sua 

saukuneebis (XVI-XVIII ss) kedlis naSTi, adre Sua saukuneebis (IV-VI ss) 

qristianuli samarovani (Txrilis samxreT monakveTze, gamovlenili 

kedlis SigniT) da elinisturi xanis nagebobis naSTi da kulturuli 

fena (Txrilis gagrZelebul, ukidures CrdiloeT nawilSi) 

saangariSo sezonze 4 wliani pauzis Semdeg kvlav ganaxlda 

gaTxrebi B Txrilze. Tumca mis 

mxolod samxreT monakveTze (daax 15 

m2), sadac XVI-XVIII ss-ebis kedelia 

gamovlenili da gamomdinare iqedan, 

rom is Riad aris darCenili, 

arsebobda misi daSlis saSiSroeba. 

Sesabamisad 2008 wels moxda misi 

gamagreba kiris xsnariT da 

gadawyda kedlis SigniT arsebuli 

sivrcis arqeologiurad bolomde 

Seswavla, raTa rac SeiZleba mokle droSi moxdes Txrilis am 

monakveTis miwiT amovseba da kedlis bunebrivad (miwiT) gamagreba da 

konservacia. 

B Txrili gaTxrebis dawyebamde, xedi 

samxreTidan 

B Txrilze∗ samuSaoebi mxolod 3 kviris ganmavlobaSi (10.07.09-31.07.09) 

mimdinareobda. naleqiani amidebis 

gamo gacda sruli sami dRe da 

kidev erTi samuSao dRis nawili 

erTxel ukve gawmendili samarxis 

xelaxla gawmendvas daeTmo. 

2002-2005 wlebis sezonebis 

msgavsad B Txrilze saangariSo 

welsac gamovlinda qristianuli 

samarxebi, romlebic wina wlebSi 
B Txrilis samxreT monakveTi gaTxrebis 

dawyebisas 

                                                 
∗ aq da qvemoT frazaSi “B Txrili” igulisxmeba mxolod misi samxreT, kedlis Sida 
monakveTi.  



Seswavlili e.w. “epidemiuri samarovnis” gagrZelebas unda warmoadgendes. 

am sezonze sul 6 qristianuli (yvela maTgani dakrZalulia das-aRm 

mimarTulebiT, TaviT dasavleTisaken, gulaRma gaSotil mdgomareobaSi, 

mimdebare fenac adre qristianul (IV-VI ss) xanas Seesabameba) samarxi 

gamovlinda, Tumca maTgan ori samuSaoebis bolo dReebSi aRmoCnda da 

Sesabamisad maTi gaxsna da Seswavla mimdinare sezonze ver moeswro. 

 

0903 samarxi Txrilis aRmosavleT kidesTan gamovlinda. 

micvalebuli (395) esvena dasavleT-

aRmosavleT mimarTulebiT, TaviT 

dasavleTisaken, gulaRma 

mdgomareobaSi. micvalebuls xelebi 

savaraudod mkerdze hqonda 

dawyobili (xelebis Zvlebi areul 

mdgomareobaSi iyo). samarxi 

ekuTvnoda savaraudod 12-15 wlis 

bavSvs. samarxis Wrils [396] 

samxreTis mxridan Semouyveboda sami 

didi zomis qva, xolo micvalebulis Tavis qalasTan, nayarSi (394) 

aRmoCnda ori cali keramikuli WurWlis natexi. samarxis Wrilis 

zomebia: sigrZe – 95 sm; sigane – 60 sm.paleobotanikuri da 

palinologiuri anlizebisTvis 0903 samarxidan aRebuli iqna 4 sinji 

(## 1-4). 

0903 samarxi – (394), (395), [396] 

 

0905 samarxi Txrilis Crdilo kidesTan gamovlinda. igi warmoadgens 

koleqtiur samarxs, romelSic erTmaneTis gverdiT ori micvalebuli iyo 

Casvenebuli. oriveMmaTgani das-aRm. 

damxrobiT, TaviT dasavleTisaken. 

CrdiloeTiT mdebare ConCxi (406) 

ukeT aris Semonaxuli vidre mis 

samxreTiT Casvenebuli 

micvalebulis ConCxi (403). Tumca 

orive maTganis Zvlebi Zlier aris 

areuli. gansakuTrebiT ki (403)-e 
0905 samarxi – (402), (403+406), [404] 



ConCxis, romlis umetesi nawili (fexebi srulad da TiTqmis mTeli tani 

– neknebi, xerxemali da marjvena xeli) wakveTilia mogviano periodis 

daudgeneli funqciis WriliT [405], romelic 0905 samarxs diagonalurad 

kveTs da (406)-e ConCxis terfebic am Wrilis mier aris wakveTili. 

savaraudod orive micvalebuli 10 wlamde asakis bavSvs unda 

miekuTvnebodes. samarxis Wrilis [404] zomebia: sigrZe – 1 m; sigane – 45 sm. 

samarxis nayarSi (402) CrdiloeTiT mdebare ConCxis (406) Tavis qalis 

aRebis Semdeg mis qvemoT aRmoCnda brinjaos sayuris fragmenti [B3].  

Wrili garSemo qvebiT SemosazRvruli ar yofila. 

paleobotanikuri da palinologiuri anlizebisTvis 0905 samarxidan 

aRebuli iqna 9 sinji (## 6, 8-12, 13-16). 

 

0906 samarxi Txrilis samxreT kidesTan gamovlinda. micvalebuli 

(408) esvena das-aRm mimarTulebiT, 

TaviT dasavleTisaken, gulaRma 

gaSotil mdgomareobaSi, savaraudod 

xelebi dasvenebuli unda hqonoda 

mkerdze jvaredinad, Tumca 

micvalebulis marcxena xeli 

srulad Txrilis gareT gadis da 

srulad ar ikiTxeba. ConCxi 

savaraudod ekuTvnoda 6-7 wlis 

bavSvs. samarxis nayarSi (407) Tavis 

qalidan 7 sm-Si aRmoCnda miniT da brinjaoTi Sesrulebuli sayuris 

fragmenti [B5]. samarxis Wrilis [409] zomebia: sigrZe – 1 m; sigane 35 sm. 

Wrili garSemo qvebiT SemosazRvruli ar yofila. 

0906 samarxi – (407), (408), [409] 

paleobotanikuri da palinologiuri anlizebisTvis 0906 samarxidan 

aRebuli iqna 6 sinji (## 13, 18-22). 

 

0907 samarxi Txrilis centralur monakveTSi mdebareobs. 

micvalebuli (411) esvena das-aRm mimarTulebiT, TaviT dasavleTisaken, 

gulaRma gaSotil mdgomareobaSi, savaraudod xelebi dasvenebuli unda 

hqonoda mkerdze jvaredinad, Tumca xelebis Zvlebi da neknebi 

erTmaneTSia areulia da dazustebiT amis Tqma Wirs. micvalebuli 



savaraudod ekuTvnoda zrdasrul adamians. amis Tqmis safuZvels 

gvaZlevs rogorc ConCxis saerTo 

sigrZe (1. 60 m), ise calkeuli 

Zvlebis sisqe. samarxis nayarSi (410) 

raime saxis arqeologiuri masala 

(Tundac SemTxveviTi) ar 

gamovlenila. samarxis Wrilis [412] 

zomebia: sigrZe – 1.70 m; sigane – 46 

sm. Wrili garSemo qvebiT 

SemosazRvruli ar yofila. 
0907 samarxi – (410), (41), [412] 

 paleobotanikuri da palinologiuri anlizebisTvis 0906 samarxidan 

aRebuli iqna 5 sinji (## 17, 23-26). 

 

aRsaniSnavia, rom 0905, 0906 da 0907 samarxebi erT xazzea 

ganlagebuli anu yvela maTganis Tavis qala TiTqmis erT Crdilo-

samxreTis xazze mdebareobs, aseve sainteresoa, rom maTi umetesoba 

daaxloebis erTi asakis bavSvebs ekuTvnis, rac badebs eWvs, rom am 

micvalebulebis dakrZalva erTdroulad unda momxdariyo. aseve 

sagulisxmoa erTi faqtoric, - Tu davuSvebT, rom aRniSnuli teritoria 

marTlac “epidemiur samarovans” warmoadgens, sadac daax. 25 m2 

teritoriaze dakrZaluli iyo 35-mde micvalebuli, SesaZloa davuSvaT, 

rom am epidemiis Sedegad pirvel etapze swored bavSvebi daiRupnen, ris 

gamoc maTi samarxebi SedarebiT qveda doneze aRmoCnda vidre sxva 

zogadad imave periodis (IV-VI ss) samarxebi. 

 

 2005 wlis sezonze B Txrilze warmoebuli samuSaoebis dros, 

gamovlinda Tixis damwvari baTqaSis “fena” (340), romelic Txrilis 

centralur monakveTze vrceldeboda. saangariSo wels moxda misi sruli 

preparireba da Seswavla. es “fena” warmoadgens gegmaSi L-is formis 

sakmaod sqel (25 sm) danaleqs, romelic warmodgenili iyo damwvari 

Tixis nafxveniT da baTqaSebis fragmentebiT (zomebi: min: 4-7 sm; max: 12-18 

sm). aRniSnul danaleq fenaSi gamovlinda sxvadasxva periodis (adre Sua 

saukuneebis, elinisturi, adre antikuri) xanis keramikuli WurWlis 

fragmentebi, rac TavisTavad gulisxmobs, rom es fena in situ 



mdgomareobaSi ar dagvxvedria. safiqrebelia rom es Txrilis CrdiloeT 

mxares mdebare ferdobidan Camocurebul fenis nawils warmoadgens. miT 

umetes, rom 2005 wlis sezonze 

Txrilis ukidures CrdiloeT 

kideze gamovlinda elinisturi 

nagebobis naSTi da Tanmdevi 

kulturuli fena. noqalaqevis 

naqalaqarze gamovlenil elinituri 

xanis TiTqmis yvela nagebobasTan 

aRmoCenilia Tixis baTqaSis naSTebi, 

romlebic am nagebobebis xis 

kedlebis Sesalesad iyo gamoyenebuli da maTi dangrevis Semdeg 

nagebobis irgvliv darCa mimofantuli. Sesabamisad (340)-e fenac swored 

misgan CrdiloeTiT daax. 15 metrSi gamovlenili nagebobis kedlebis 

naless unda warmoadgendes, romelic droTa ganmavlobaSi ferdobze 

Camocurda da B Txrilis samxreT monakveTSi erT adgilas daileqa, iq 

sadac ferdobi sruldeba da mosworebuli adgilia.  

damwvari Tixis baTqaSis fena (340) 

 (340)-e fenis aRebis Semdeg mis qvemoT aRmoCnda kidev erTi fena, 

romelic savaraudod 2005 wels gamovlenili (303)-e qristianuli 

samarovanis fenis gagrZelebas unda warmoadgendes, swored am fenaSi 

aRmoCnda 0905, 0906 da 0907 samarxebi da aseve is ori samarxi, romlebic 

momaval sezonze unda gaixsnas. sainteresoa, rom am fenis preparaciis 

dros aRmoCnda paleoliTuri qvis xelculi [B2], romelic ra Tqma unda 

am fenaSi SemTxveviT aRmoCnda, am fenaSi gamovlenili sxva 

arqeologiuri masalis absoluturi 

umetesoba IV-VI ss-iT TariRdeba da 

warmodgenili samzreulo da 

sameurneo daniSnulebis keramikuli 

WurWlis fragmentebiT (qoTnebi, 

qvevrebi, dergebi, doqebi da sxv.) 

arqeologiuri samuSaoebis 

dasrulebis Semdeg moxda B 

Txrilis generaluri naxazis 

gakeTeba, fotografireba da Semdgom misi celofnis safariT daxurva. 

B Txrili celofniT daxurvis Semdeg



A da B Txrilze gamovlenili masalis mimoxilva 

 

saangariSo periodSi aRmoCenili arqeologiuri masala 

momdinarea A da B Txrilebidan. aqvea dafiqsirebuli 7 ormosamarxic. 

aqedan sami A TxrilSi da oTxic B TxrilSi. 

A Txrilis samarxebi: 

samarxi #1. micvalebuli dakrZaluli iyo miwaze, marjvena gverdze, 

sustad moxril mdgmareobaSi. damxroba aRmosavleTidan 

dasavleTisaken. 

inventari: 1. brinjaos sami samajuri, sustad zurgSezneqili, boloebi 

raRac cxovelis Tavis sqematuri gamosaxulebiT Semkuli. drunCi-

CamoWrili. 2. sayure rgoli, brinjaosi, brtyelganikveTiani. 3. mZivebi – 

oqrodafenili, wvrili; wiTeli – naxevradZvirfasi qvis da Savi, TeTri 

masis inkrustaciiT – bevri. 4.doqi, moyviTalo_Calisfrad, araTanabrad 

gamomwvari. Tixa kargad ganleqili, sameTuneo morgvze gakeTebuli. 

patara zomis, viwroyeliani, samtuCa. kargad gamoZerwili 

brtyelganikveTiani yuri piris gagrZelebas warmoadgens, bolo-muclis 

zeda nawilze mTavrdeba. aqvs patara da brtyeli Ziri. yelisa da 

mxaris zeda nawili klaknili xazebiT Seqmnili sartyeliTaa Semkuli.  

samarxi #2. samarxi SemosazRvruli iyo kldis fleTili qvebiT. 

damxroba aRmosavleTidan dasavleTisaken. ConCxi-areuli. 

inventari: 1. samajuri brinjaosi 2c., grexilReroiani, bolo 

gvelisTavis gamosaxulebiT. 2. sayure rgoli 2c., mrgvalganikveTiani 

Rerosi. 3. nivTis fragmenti – brinjaos wvrili Rero. 4.mZivebi, wvrili 

oqrofenili, TeTri minis gamWvirvale iotebi, ramodenime Savi feris, 

TeTri masis inkrustaciiT. 5. qoTani, yavisfrad gamomwvari. SedarebiT 

kargad ganleqili. pirfarTo. korpusi Tanabrad gamoberili. swori 

ZiriT. 

samarxi #4.  micvalebuli dakrZaluli yofila marcxena gverdze, 

Zlier mokruinCxul mdgomareobaSi samarxi SemosazRvrulia 

nawilobriv riyisa da kldis fleTili qvebiT. damxroba CrdiloeTidan 

samxreTisken.  

uinventaro. 



B Txrilis samarxebi: 

samarxi #3. micvalebuli gaSotili, gulaRma.  

uinventaro. 

samarxi #5 – 2 ConCxiT.  

uinventaro. 

samarxi #6.. erTaerTi nivTi. brinjaos patara, mrgvali sakidi, minis, 

momwvano feris burTuliT damTavrebuli. 

samarxi #7.  

uinventaro. 

 

mimoxilva 

samajurebi. rkalSezneqili samajurebi ZiriTadad elinisturi 

xanisTvisaa damaxasiaTebeli. uZveless samajurebs IV-bolo da III 

dasawyisi, rkali ufro sustad aqvs Sezneqili. Tavebi ufro 

datvirTulia ornamentiT. mogvianebiT, zneqiloba mcirdeba da bolos 

swordeba kidec. gansxvaveba Cndeba daboloebebSic. gamosaxuleba ise 

mkveTri aRaraa, zogjer ki Rero ubralod oTxkuTxaganikveTiT 

msxvildeba, xandaxan udekorodac, boloebi ki ubralod CamoWrilia.  

sayure: ori tipisaa, mrgvali da brtyelganikveTiani Rerosagan 

damzadebuli es ukanaskneli CvenTan ufro iSviaTia. sayure elinisturi 

xanis samarxTa inventarSi TiTqmis aucilebeli atributia. sayure – 

rgolebi, romlebic mTel antikur samyaroSi Zalze gavrcelebulia. 

igi warmoadgens brinjaos an vecxlis mrgval an brtyelganikveTian 

rgols, umetesad Tavgaxsnilia. am martivi sayure-rgolebis garda 

Cndeba mZivgayrili sayure-rgolebi. zogjer, magram Cven sinamdvileSi – 

rombisebuli sakidiT. 

mZivebi: saerTod, rogorc wesi, dafiqsirebulia elinisturi xanis 

nsamarxebSi. sxvaoba mxolod maslaSia. mZivebi saerTod sam jgufad 

nawildeba: qvis _ serdoliki da opali, minis da brinjaosi. am 

droisaTvis ki ufro gavrcelebuli Cans minis, miniseburi pastis da 

inkustrirebuli sxvadasxva konfiguraciis TeTri CanarTebiT. 



oqrofenili mZivebi kolxeTSi Zv.w. III saukuneSi Cndeba. am droisaTvis 

ufro damaxasiaTebeli Cans nakleb efeqturi mZivebi, rogorebicaa Cven 

samarxebSi. 

keramika: sul TiTo-TiToa dafiqsirebuli orive samarxSi.  

doqi. am drois dasavleT saqarTvelos Zeglebidan doqebs sam jgufad 

hyofen: 

1. WurWeli, romelic winareelinisturi xanis tradiciebs 

agrZelebs. 

2. WurWeli, romelTa formebi berZnuli keramikis gavleniTaa 

Camoyalibebuli. 

3. doqebi, romlebic im jgufs miekuTvnebian, romlebic aRmosavlur-

qarTuli samyaroos gavlenas ukavSirdeba. 

saerTod, samtuCa doqebs – berZnuli warmoSobis doqebs 

amsgavsebdnen, Tumca maTi msgavseba vizualuria, funqcia ki–

gansxvavebuli.  

doqebi, Sida kolxeTSi mxolod Zv.w. III saukuneSi Cndeba. aris 

azri, rom isini aRmosavuri samyarodan momdinareobs. iSviaTia 

wiTelkeciani doqebi, rogoric SarSan aRmoCnda erT-erT samarxSi. 

aRmosavleT saqarTveloSi ki aseTi tipis doqebis aRmoCenas qveynis 

elinizacias ukavSireben. isini Zv.w. VI saukunidan Cndebian da Semdgom 

xanaSic ganagrZoben arsebobas. WurWlis piris aseTi forma 

damaxasiaTebeli yofila urartuli keramikisTvisac, romlebic 

rogorc irkveva, genetikurad ukavSirdeba kidec aRmosavleT 

saqarTveloSi aRmoCenil analogiur WurWlebs.  

qoTani, romelic #2 samarxSia aRmoCenili. kecis, ferisa da 

moyvanilobiT udavod elinisturi xanis kolxuri samzareulo 

daniSnulebis WurWlis saxeobaa. oRond SedarebiT kargad gamoZerwili. 

elinisturi xanis ormosamarxebi saerTod mcire inventaris 

Semcvelia. gansaxilveli masala – Raribulia. amitom gansakuTrebiT 

didi yuradReba eqceva samarxis formas, nawilobriv – damxrobis, 

radgan is yovelTvis ar aris zusti. radgan xSirad reliefis gamoc 

Seicvalos damxroba da micvalebnulis dakrZalvis formac. 

Cven SemTxvevaSi amisi magaliTia samarxi#4, romelSic 

micvalebuli dakrZalulia Zlier mokrunCxuli. 



saerTod dadgenilia, rom elinisturi xanis samarxTa damxroba 

ZiriTadad aRmosavleTidan dasavleTisakenaa mimarTuli. ra Tqma unda 

aris gamonaklisebic, magram daculia micvalebulis dakrZalvis forma. 

Zv.w. IV-III ss. ormosamarxebSi micvalebuli dakrZalulia Zlier 

mokrunCxulad, Semdgom etapze ki – mcired moxrili. gansxvavebaa 

agreTve qalisa da mamakacis damxrobaSic da Tavis anu pirisaxis 

mimarTulebaSic. 

eseTi mdgomareoba tipiuria Zv.w. IV-III saukuneebisTvis, magram am 

drois samarxebSi ufro metia inventari. es rituali gansazRvravs 

religias da mis yvelaze konservatiul nawils warmoadgens. 

dakrZalvis formaSi gasaTvaliswinebelia. micvalebuls sqesic, 

socialebi mdgomareoba da TviT gardacvalebis xasiaTic ki. amis kargi 

magaliTia noqalaqevSi aRmoCenili bevri adamianis samarxebi, rasac 

gamTxrelebma ,,epidemiurad” uwodes. aRsaniSnavia agreTve noqalaqevis 

ormosamarxebi xSir SemTxvevaSi kldis fleTili qvebiTaa 

SemosazRvruli da Tanac rac dro gadis am formis samarxebis 

raodenoba izrdeba, Tanac mTeli samarovnis TiTqmis yvela nawilSi, 

oRond ara mijriT. 

saerTod noqalaqevis zogadad elinisturi xanis manZilze 

ramdenime samarxTa tipia gamovlenili. rac sxva Zeglebze ara aris. 

vfiqrobT, es Tema meti yuradRebis sagani unda  gaxdes. 

B TxrilSi aRmoCenili #3, #5, #6, #7 samarxebi adreqristianuli 

unda iyos. ZiriTadad ganmsazRvreli faqtoria samarxisa da 

micvalebulis poza da inventari. damxroba dasavleTidan 

aRmosavleTisaken, micvalebuli asvenia gaSotil mdgomareobaSi, 

inventaris gareSe an TiTo-orola nivTis TanxlebiT. mxedvelobaSi Tu 

miviRebT ramdenime keramikis fragments da erT sakids. patara zomis 

brinjaos rgolis da masze mimagrebuli Ria mwvane feris minis 

burTulas. 

am ubanze, gamTxrelebis monacemebiT, adrec iyo qristianuli 

samarxebi aRmocenili. es ubani ferdobis ZirSi mdebareobs da masalis 

didi nawili albaT Camocurebuli unda iyos zemodan maT Soris 

adreuli qvis xelculic. 



sainteresoa minis WurWlis erTi fragmenti. mwvane feris, naklebad 

gamWvirvale, buStukebis gareSe, mcire zomis, mcired momrgvalebuli, 

WurWlis gverds unda warmoadgendes. zedapiri TiTqos facetebiTaa 

Semkuli, SemorCenilia sami. STabeWdilebaa TiTqos es “facetebi” 

gamoyofilia reliefuri danaZerwi xazebi nawilia raRac geometriuli 

“naxazis”. 

amdagvari, reliefurwiboiani geometruli WurWlis fragmenti 

momdinarea SavizRvispireTidan. igi iq romauli xanis evropis 

qveynebidan an aRmosavleTidan Semosulad iTvleba. das. saqarTveloSi 

“facetebiani” minis WurWeli VI-VIII ss-Sia gavrcelebuli.  

am fenaSi sxvadasxva feris lakiani WurWlis sul sami fragmentia 

dafiqsirebuli. erTi TefSis mcire fragmenti, kargad ganleqili 

Txelkedla WurWlis quslis nawilia. dafarulia mqrali wiTeli 

lakiT, romelic Zalze damaxasiaTebelia adgilobrivi romauli 

minabaZebisTvis. 

fialis fragmenti ormxriv yavisfer lakiani. Sua nawilze SeimCneva 

patara zomis palmetebi. laki mkrTalia. pergamonuli nawarmis minabaZs 

fgavs. 

mesame fragmenti Zalze mcire zomisaa da patara WurWlis quslisa 

da gverdis nawilia. Zalian wmindad ganleqili Tixa, maRali xarisxis 

nawarmia. orive mxridan mbrwyinavi Savi lakiT dafaruli. aSkarad 

atikuri nawarmia. 

mimdinare sezonze A TxrilSi adgil-adgil (Txrilis Crdilo da 

dasavleT seqtorebSi) elinisturi xanis samarxebis gamovlenis 

paralelurad vlindeba adre antikuri xanis kulturuli fenebic. 

kolxeTSi Znelad moipoveba am periodis Zegli, sadac ar iyos 

warmodgenili kolxuri qvevri. Cven masalaSic sakmaod aris kolxuri 

qvevris fragmentebi. igi ZiriTadad rTulprofiliania, gvirgvini 

“rombuli” ornamentiTaa Semkuli an yelsa da yuris nawilze wriuli 

reliefuri danaZerwebi aqvs. 

aRniSnul fenidan aseve warmodgenilia dergis fragmentebi. 

am periodisTvis aseve damaxasiaTebelia fenaSi sawuris arseboba. 

Cveni nimuSi legadaa gamomwvari, SemorCenilia ramodenime gamWoli 



naxvretic. amave fenaSia gamovlenili yurmiliani doqis mcire 

fragmentic. Cveni azriT es nimuSi Tavis keciT da SesrulebiT, aseve 

Tavis Zalze patara zomiT, SeiZleba adre elinisturic iyos. radganac, 

kolxeTis masalaSi aseTi nimuSebi arsebobs da xandaxan isini 

samarxebSicaa dafiqsirebuli. 

  qandakebis fragmenti, Savad gamomwvari, forebiani da 

msxvilmarcvlovani keciT, warmoadgens raRac cxovelis (savaraudod 

xaris) kargad gamoZerwil rqis fragments. 

Cven SevexeT WurWlis sul ramdenime saxeobas. danarCeni keramika 

samzareulo WurWlis fragmentebiTaa warmodgenili – patara fiala-

jamebi, sxvadasxva zomis da saxeobis qoTnebi, mozrdili jamebi, 

sxvadasxva zomisa da formis ZiriTadad ovalur ganivkveTiani an 

mcired dabtyelebuli, yuris fragmentebi, rogorc horizontalurad, 

ise vertikalurad miZerwili. garda amisa, aRniSnul fenaSi aRmoCnda 

ramodenime liTonis nivTis fragmenti. zogi maTganis daniSnuleba 

gaurkvevelia. 

aris agreTve kviristavic, romelic SeiZleba ufro gviandelic 

iyos. 

amave fenaSi wina wlebTan SedarebiT bevrad metad aris 

warmodgenili fexiani sasmisebis natexebi. 

 
 

 



noqalaqevis sarestavracio-sakonseravacio laboratoriaSi 

2008 wlis zafxulSi mimdinare proeqtebi 

Sinaarsi: 
 
1. qarTul-inglisuri eqspediciis mier 2009 wlis sezonze aRmoCenili masalis 
  restavracia-konservacia 
 1.1 keramika 
 1.2 liToni 
 1.3 mina da qva 
 1.4 danarTi 
2. noqalaqevis arqeologiuri muzeumis fondebSi daculi 15 arqeologiuri  
  moZravi obieqtis sakonservacio-sarestavracio samuSaoebi 
 

1. qarTul-inglisuri saerTaSoriso arqeologiuri eqspediciis mier 2009 

wlis sezonze, aRmoCenili masalis konservacia-restavracia 

                    mimdinare proeqtis xelmZRvaneli : i.m.d. – n.qebulaZe 

 asistentebi : m.mWedliSvili, n.Zigua 

 

     noqalaqevis qarTul-inglisuri arqeologiuri eqspediciis mier 

2009 wlis sezonze satreiningo samuSaoebi or A da B Txrilze 

mimdinareobda. ZiriTadad wina wels aRmoCenili elinisturi periodis 

nagebobebis gawmenda da Caxazva warmoebda. 

samuSaoebis dros fenebidan da eqvsi 

samarxidan mopovebuli arqeologiuri  

masalis ZiriTadi nawili noqalaqevis 

bazaze arsebul 

savele-

sakonservacio 

laboratoriaSi 

iqna damuSavebuli.  

     aRmoCenebis damuSavebisas gamo

sarestavracio praqtikaSi arsebuli meTodikebi da masalebi. 

 

1.1. keramika

iyeneboda Tanamedrove msoflio 

 

keramikuli masalis ZiriTadi nawili adgilzeve iqna gawmendili. 

kargad gamSrali masala Calagebul iqna sufTa, etiketirebul 

toprakebSi da ganlagebuli Taroebze. mopovebul masalaSi didi 

raodenobiTaa warmodgenilia Tixis WurWlis fragmentebi da samSeneblo 

masala, romelmac aseve mxolod fragmentuli saxiT moaRwia Cvenamde. 



fragmentebi sxvadasxva feris aris, rac Tixis xarisxsa da gamowvis 

xasiaTsa da temperaturazea damokidebuli. ZiriTadad aris baci 

yavisferi, wiTeli an Savi fragmentebi. gansxvavebulia warmodgenili 

keramikuli masalis sisqec.  

keramikis fragmentebi konteqstebis mixedviT mTlianad iSleboda, 

xarisxdeboda da erTi WurWlis fragmentebis moZiebis SemTxvevaSi 

xdeboda maTi Sewebeba. fenidan amosuli ramodenime nimuSi : 

           

keramikuli masalis nawiliT (asobiT erTeuli), adamianis Zvlovan 

masalasTan erTad (6 ConCxis Zvlebi), romelic noqalaqevSive iqna 

garecxili, gamSrali, gadarCeuli da gatarebuli, Seivso noqalaqevis 

arqeologiuri muzeumis fondi.  

danarCeni keramikuli masala (500 erTeulamde) sxva ganaTxar - 

liTonis, minis da sxva nivTebTan erTad, noqalaqevis laboratoriaSi 

restavracia-konservaciis Semdeg transportirebul iqna saqarTvelos 

erovnuli muzeumis s.janaSias saxelobis muzeumis noqalaqevis fondSi.   

           

       

                 

 



samarxeuli WurWeli palinologiuri analizisaTvis gadaeca q-n 

ba-restavracia moxda saqarTvelos 

vis fondSi. 

 

samarxeuli WurWeli palinologiuri analizisaTvis gadaeca q-n 

ba-restavracia moxda saqarTvelos 

vis fondSi. 

vleloba calkea gamoyofoli : 

1. 

e.yvavaZes. maTi Semdgomi damuSave

erovnuli muzeumis noqalaqe

e.yvavaZes. maTi Semdgomi damuSave

erovnuli muzeumis noqalaqe

am tipis masalis restavraciis ms

 

nivTis dasaxeleba:    

 masala:

vardulapiriani (?) WurWeli     

2.     Tixa        

nivTis Senaxvis adgili3.  da                    

  sainventaro nomeri:     

   s.janaSias sax. muzeumi, Waqvinja-gudava-

noqalaqevis fondi.   savele #14 

4. mopovebis adgili da TariRi:                                 

senakis r-ni, sof. noqalaqevi,      

Txrili A, ub.XXX, kon. #260, samarxi 0901      WurWeli  in-situ                     

2009w., ivlisi            

  5. nivTis daculoba da aRweriloba:                      

WurWeli iyo damtvreuli (44c. fragmenti). 

dafaruli iyo miwiTa da sxvadasxva nadebiT. 

Tixa agurisfrad gamomwvari.  

 6. nivTze Catarebuli samuSao:                

    WurWlis fragmentebi movaTavseT gamoxdil 

wyalSi da rbili  

     doqi restavraciamde   jagrisis    saSualebiT  

gavwmindeT.  periodulad wyals vcvlidiT. 

dasasrul gavaSreT oTaxis temperaturaze.  

     WurWlis aRdgena movaxdine polivinil-

acetatis weboTi. nakluli adgilebi Sevavse 

mSrali pigmentiT Sesabamis ferze dasmuli        

TabaSiriT. WurWlis piri bolomde ar       doqi restavraciis Semdeg   

aRvadgineT, vinaidan formebi ar Cans.                                     

gamoyenebuli masala:1. gamoxdili wyali; 2. polivinilacetati; 3. TabaSiri.           

7. damatebiTi informacia 

aRniSnuli qoTani 2009wlis 16 ivliss gadaeca q-n eliso yvavaZes 

palinologiuri analizisaTvis. analizebisaTvis aRebuli sinjebis 

CamonaTvalSi igi #25 -iT aris ganTavsebuli. 

 



 

1. nivTis dasaxeleba:    qoTani        

2. masala:    Tixa        

nivTis Senaxvis adgili3.  da                    

   sainventaro nomeri:     

4.

   s.janaSias sax. muzeumi,  

   noqalaqevis fondi.  

   savele # 9 

 mopovebis adgili da TariRi:                                 

senakis r-ni, sof. noqalaqevi,                  qoTani  in-situ 

 Txrili A, ub.XXX, samarxi #0901, konteqsti  #254,  

2009 weli, ivlisi         

 

  5. nivTis daculoba da aRweriloba:                      

mtvreulia (3c. fragmenti). aqvs bevri 

 dafarulia miwiTa da sxvadasxva 

 Sladia, agurisfrad 

qoTani da

bzarebi.

nadebiT. Tixa Zalian

gamomwvari.  

 

  6. nivTze Catarebuli samuSao:                

    qoTnis  fragmentebi movaTavse gamoxdil 

qoTani restavraciamde   wyalSi da rbili 

jagrisis saSualebiT gavwminde. wyalSi 

gawmendisas qoTani daiSala ramodenime 

fragmentad. periodulad wyals vcvlidiT. 

dasasrul gavaSreT oTaxis temperaturaze.  

     qoTnis aRdgena movaxdine polivinil-

acetatis weboTi. nakluli adgili Sevavse 

mSrali pigmentiT Seferili  TabaSiriT. 

gamoyenebuli masala:                               qoTani restavraciis Semdeg             

1. gamoxdili wyali; 2. polivinilacetati; 3. TabaSiri.                                  

7. damatebiTi informacia 

   aRniSnuli qoTani 2009wlis 16 ivliss gadaeca q-n eliso yvavaZes 

palinologiuri analizisaTvis. analizebisaTvis aRebuli sinjebis 

CamonaTvalSi igi #39-iT aris ganTavsebuli.                                        



 

WurWlis Ziri      

2.

1. nivTis dasaxeleba:    

 masala:    Tixa        

nivTis Senaxvis adgili da3.                     

   sainventaro nomeri:     

   s.janaSias sax. muzeumi,  

   noqalaqevis fondi.  

 mopovebis adgili da TariRi:4.                                  

senakis r-ni, sof. noqalaqevi,                  sasmisis Ziri  in-situ 

 Txrili A, ub.XXX, samarxi #0804, konteqsti 

2009 weli, 13 ivlisi   

       

 5. a:               

gamomwvari.  

 

 

sasmisis Ziri restavraciamde 

 

   6. nivTze Catarebuli samuSao:

 #252,  

 nivTis daculoba da aRwerilob

sasmisis Ziri damtvreulia (3c. 

fragmenti). dafaruli miwiTa da 

sxvadasxva nadebiT. Tixa Calisfrad 

              

     qoTnis fragmentebi movaTavseT gamoxdil 

wyalSi da rbili jagrisis saSualebiT 

gavwmindeT. periodulad wyals vcvlidiT. 

dasasrul gavaSreT oTaxis temperaturaze.  

     Ziris aRdgena movaxdineT 

polivinilacetatis weboTi.  

                                           sasmisis Ziri restavraciis Semdeg             

   gamoyenebuli masala: 
 

1. gamoxdili wyali,  
2. polivinilacetati,  

 

7. damatebiTi informacia 

   aRniSnuli fragmentebi 2009wlis 16 ivliss gadaeca q-n eliso yvavaZes 

palinologiuri analizisaTvis. analizebisaTvis aRebuli sinjebis 

CamonaTvalSi igi #14-iT aris ganTavsebuli. 



 

1. nivTis dasaxeleba:    kaTxiseburi sasmisi      

 

2. masala:    Tixa        

3. nivTis Senaxvis adgili da sainventaro nomeri:     

   s.janaSias sax. muzeumi,  

   noqalaqevis fondi.  

 

4. mopovebis adgili da TariRi:                                 

 

 

       

senakis r-ni, sof. noqalaqevi,                  

 kv. F2, Txrili A, ub.XXX,  konteqsti 

#235,  

2009 weli,  ivlisi                      

       

5. nivTis daculoba da aRweriloba           sasmisis Ziri restavraciamde:             

sasmisis fragmentebi moinaxa fenis masalaSi (2c. fragmenti). natexebi 

dafaruli miwiTa da sxvadasxva nadebiT. Tixa moyavisfrod 

gamomwvari.  

 

 

6. nivTze Catarebuli samuSao:              

    sasmisis fragmentebi movaTavseT 

gamoxdil wyalSi da rbili 

jagrisis saSualebiT gavwmindeT. 

periodulad wyals vcvlidiT. 

dasasrul gavaSreT oTaxis 

temperaturaze.  

     Ziris aRdgena movaxdineT 

polivinilacetatis weboTi.   sasmisis Ziri restavraciis Semdeg         

fragmentebis gadabmasTan nakluli kuTxeebi simagrisTvis Sevavse 

mSrali pigmentiT Seferili  TabaSiriT. 

                                            

   gamoyenebuli masala: 
 

3. gamoxdili wyali,  
4. polivinilacetati,  

 



1. nivTis dasaxeleba:    fexiani sasmisi      

2. masala:    Tixa        

3. nivTis Senaxvis adgili da                    

   sainventaro nomeri:     

   s.janaSias sax. muzeumi,  

   noqalaqevis fondi.  

4. mopovebis adgili da TariRi:

 

                                 

senakis r-ni, sof. noqalaqevi,                                 

kv. F2,  Txrili A, ub.XXX, samarxi konteqsti  

2009 weli, ivlisi                                    

sasmisis Ziri in-situ

#235,  

                               

 5. nivTis daculoba da aRweriloba:          

sasmisis fragmentebi moinaxa fenidan 

amosul masalaSi (4c. fragmenti). 

natexebi dafaruli miwiTa da 

sxvadasxva nadebiT. Tixa ruxad 

gamomwvari. sxvadasxva nadebiT.  

  

 6. nivTze Catarebuli samuSao:              

    sasmisis Ziri restavraciamde            sasmisis fragmentebi movaTavseT 

    

 gamoxdil wyalSi da rbili jagrisis 

saSualebiT gavwmindeT. periodulad wyals 

vcvlidiT. dasasrul gavaSreT oTaxis 

temperaturaze.  

     sasmisis aRdgena movaxdineT 

polivinilacetatis weboTi. fragmentebis 

gadabmasTan nakluli kuTxeebi 

simagrisTvis Sevavse mSrali pigmentiT 

Seferili  TabaSiriT.                   sasmisis Ziri restavraciis Semdeg            

   gamoyenebuli masala: 
1. gamoxdili wyali, 2. polivinilacetati,  

 

7. damatebiTi informacia 

   aRniSnuli sasmisis Ziri, 2009wlis 16 ivliss gadaeca q-n eliso 

yvavaZes palinologiuri analizisaTvis. analizebisaTvis aRebuli 

sinjebis CamonaTvalSi igi #14-iT aris ganTavsebuli. 



1.2. liToni 

2009 wlis arqeologiuri gaTxrebis dros mopovebuli liTonis 

masalaSi warmodgenilia brinjaos artefaqtebi. brinjao dafaruli iyo 

miwiT, sxvadasxva meqanikuri nadebiTa da patiniT. amdenad saWiro iyo am 

masalis damuSaveba da Semdgomi konservacia. ZiriTadad, yvela nivTi 

gaiwminda meqanikuri wmendis meTodebiT.  

bolos konservirebuli nivTebi SefuTul da moTavsebul iqna 

specialur yuTSi, Sesabamis fardobiT tenianobaze, romlis kontrolic 

silikagelisa da indikatoruli baraTis daxmarebiT xorcieldeboda.  

    nivTebze Catarebuli samuSaoebis dokumentacia masalis mixedviT 

jgufebadaa warmodgenili:   

 

A da B Txrilebze aRmoCenili brinjaos masala : 

1. nivTis dasaxeleba:     

1. samajuri 2c.  2. sayure 2c. 3-4-5. samajuri 3c 6. sayure 2c.  

7. Reroebi 2c. 8. Reros fragmenti 3c. 9. wvrili samajuris fragmenti  

10. firfitis fragmenti 3c.  11. sayure  12. mZivi 13.-14. gdn   

2. masala:        brinjao      

3. nivTis Senaxvis adgili da sainventaro nomeri:                                  

   s.janaSias sax. saqarTvelos muzeumi, noqalaqevis fondi,  

4. mopovebis adgili da TariRi               

2009 wlis ivlisi, senakis r-ni, sof.noqalaqevi 

1. TxriliA,ub.XXX,samarxi 0901, kont.#260, ConCxis(261) marcxena majidan 

2. Txrili A, ub.XXX, samarxi #0901, kont. #260,  

3. Txrili A,ub.XXX, samarxi 0901, kont.260 ConCxis (261) marjvena majidan 

4. Txrili A, ub.XXX, samarxi #0902, kont.254 

5. Txrili A, ub.XXX, samarxi #0902, kont.254 

6. Txrili A, ub.XXX, samarxi #0902, kont.254 

  Txrili A, ub.XXX, konteqstebi fenidan:  

7. #235;   8. #235 2c.; #260;   9. #235;    10. #235, #254 

11. Txrili B, samarxi #0905, kont. 402 

12. Txrili B, kont. 303 13. Txrili B, kont. 398  14. Txrili B, kont. 399   

5. nivTis daculoba da aRweriloba:             

   nivTebi   dafaruli iyo miwiTa da spilenZis JangeuliT.  

 



6. nivTze Catarebuli samuSao:                         

   meqanikuri nadebisa da miwis mosaSoreblad masala moTavsebul iqna 

spirtSi da rbili jagrisiT gaiwminda. binokularis qveS meqanikurad 

gawmendis Semdeg, gaprialda bormanqanaze damagrebuli jagrisiT. 

ramodenime maTgans aRmoaCnda kargi patiniT dafaruli zedapiri. 

samuSaoebis dasrulebis Semdeg  masala daifara paraloid B72_is 

acetonxsnariT.     

 gamoyenebuli masala:   

  1. spirti; 2.acetoni, 3. Paraloid B72 

 
A Txrilis brinjaos masala restavraciamde da restavraciis Semdeg : 
1. samajurebi #6- samarxi #0901, kont. #260, ConCxis (261) marcxena majidan 

       
 
samajurebi restavraciamde 

       
samajurebi restavraciis Semdeg 
 
2. . wyvili sayure #15 - samarxi #0901, kont. #260 

          
sayureebi restavraciamde                  sayureebi restavraciis Semdeg 

 



 3. samajuri #10– #0901 samarxis ConCxis (261) marjvena majidan 

         
samajuri restavraciamde           samajuri restavraciis Semdeg 
 
4. samajuri #12 –samarxi #0902 

           
samajuri restavraciamde            samajuri restavraciis Semdeg 
 
5. samajuri #13 –samarxi #0902 

          
   
    samajuri restavraciamde           samajuri restavraciis Semdeg 
 
6. wyvili sayure #16 – samarxi#0902 

  restavraciis Semdeg    

 



 

7. Reroebi  
     #2  - kont235                        

@#4   - kont. 235                 

 
 
 8.  Reros fragmentebi – kont.#235 
    #3 

    

 

     unomro  
 
 
     unomro 

 
9.  samajuris fragmenti - kont.235 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10. firfitis fragmentebi – kont. 235 
   
#18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
unomroebi 
 
 

 
 
 
 

           

 
 
 
 



11. sayure-       12. mZivi      13. gdn-kont399    14.gdn-kont398 

#3 kont.402      #1 kont.303   unomro           unomro 

   

brinjaos masala restavraciamde 

                       

brinjaos masala restavraciis Semdeg 

 
       
1.3 mina da qva 

     minis masala warmodgenilia mZivebis saxiT da erTi minis WurWlis 

fragmentiT. mina nawilobriv irizirebuli iyo. qva kaJis iaraRebiTaa 

warmodgenili. mocemulia masalis nawilis restavracia-konservacia : 

1. nivTis dasaxeleba:   

   1. minis mZivebi 85c; 2. minis mZivebi 65c. 3. minis sakidi brinjaos 

yunwiT ; 4. mini WurWlis fragmenti  5. samkaulis nawili (?) 

2. masala:       mina da qva 

3. nivTis Senaxvis adgili da sainventaro nomeri:                    

   saqarTvelos erovnuli muzeumi, s.janaSias sax. muzeumi, noqalaqevi-

Waqvinja-gudavas fondi.   

4. mopovebis adgili da TariRi                                                   

senakis r-ni, sof. noqalaqevi, 

1. Txrili A, kont. 260, samarxi 0901 

2. Txrili A, kont. 254, samarxi 0902 

3. Txrili B, samarxi 0906, kont 407 

 



4. Txrili B, kont. 407, samarxi 0906  

5. Txrili B, kont. 398 

5. nivTis daculoba da aRweriloba:  

  mZivebi zedapirulad iyo irizirebuli. yvela nivTi dafarulia miwis 

narCenebiT 

6. nivTze Catarebuli samuSao:                           

    miwis EmosaSoreblad masala moTavsebul iqna spirtSi da rbili 

jagrisiT saTiTaod gaiwminda. gawmendili mZivebi konteqstebis 

mixedviT acmul iqna Zuis Zafze. samuSaoebis dasrulebis Semdeg mZivebi 

daifara paraloid b72_is acetonxsnariT.  

    gamoyenebuli masala: spirti; 2. Paraloid B72; 3. acetoni 

1. minis mZivebi #7, samarxi 0901 

         
                 mZivebi restavraciamde 

            
              mZivebi restavraciis Semdeg 
2. minis mZivebi #8, samarxi 0902       

       
   mZivebi restavraciamde                   mZivebi restavraciis Semdeg 
 
 

 



3. minis sakidi, brinjaos yunwiT        4. minis WurWlis fragmenti 
  savele#5                                 

           
 
                      5. samkaulis nawili (?)  
  

                         
 
     yvela restavrirebul nivTze Seiqmna sarestavracio samuSaoebisa 

da gamoyenebuli masalis amsaxveli baraTebi (Tan axlavs nivTebs).  

 

 

13. noqalaqevis arqeologiuri muzeumis fondSi daculi 15 

arqeologiuri moZravi obieqtis sakonservacio-sarestavracio 

samuSaoebi 

mimdinare proeqtis xelmZRvaneli : ist.mecn doqtori - nino qebulaZe 

                          asistentebi : m.mWedliSvili ; n.Zigua 

   noqalaqevis muzeumis eqspoziciaze restavracia-konservaciisaTvis 

proeqtis farglebSi noqalaqevis arqeologiur muzeumSi SerCeul 

iqna keramikis 15 artefaqti: 

1. doqi – 8c. 

2. qoTani – 3c. 

3. ,,modeli” – 2c. 

4. WinWila – 1c. 

5. sura – 1c. 

1. nivTis dasaxeleba:   

 doqi 8c, qoTani 3c, ”modeli” 2c, WinWila 1c, sura 1c   

2. masala:            Tixa 

3. nivTis Senaxvis adgili da sainventaro nomeri:                                 

  noqalaqevis arqeologiuri muzeumi      

1. n.a.m.679   12:974-1311 - WinWila 
2. n.a.m.1453 - doqi  
3. n.a.m.505   12:974-2147 - doqi  

 



4. n.a.m.1454 - doqi 
5. n.a.m.638   12:974-334 - doqi 
6. n.a.m.1489 - doqi 
7. n.a.m.563   12:974-1164 - sura 
8. n.a.m.588   12:974-150 - doqi 
9. n.a.m.591   12:974-342 - doqi  
10. n.a.m.927   12:974-1332 - qoTani 
11. n.a.m.590   12:974-341 - qoTani 
12. n.a.m.504   12:974-2115 - qoTani 
13. n.a.m.527   12:974-2445 - « modeli »  
14. n.a.m.452   12:974-409 - « modeli » 
15. n.a.m.595   12:974-2600 - doqi 
                             
4. mopovebis adgili da TariRi:  

senakis r-ni, sof.noqalaqevi, cixegoji-arqeopolisi, qveda naqalaqari 

5. nivTis daculoba da aRweriloba      

  eqsponatebi iyo Zlier damtverili, zogierT maTgani iyo adre 

restavrirebuli, nakluli da dazianebuli. 

6. nivTze Catarebuli samuSao:  

     Tavdapirvelad movaxdineT nivTebis fotofiqsacia da arsebuli 

yvela monacemis dafiqsireba. Semdeg  mtvris da sxvadasxva nadebebis 

moSorebis mizniT spirtiani tamponebiT iqna gawmendili. 

    gawmendis Semdeg daviwyeT nivTebis nakluli adgilebis Sevseba. 

Tavdapirvelad movamzadeT TabaSiri da CavyareT polieTilenis parkSi, 

Semdeg SevurieT Sesabamisi feris mSrali pigmentebi, rodesac miviReT 

miaxloebuli feri cotaodeni Seferili TabaSiri CavyareT wyalSi da 

davelodeT gaSrobas, raTa davrwmunebuliyaviT, rom igi gaSrobis 

Semdeg miiRebda Sesavsebi keramikisTvis Sesaferis fers (TabaSiri 

WurWelze odnav gansxvavebuli feris unda yofiliyo, originalis da 

Sevsebuli adgilebis garCevis mizniT.). TiToeuli eqsponatisTvis 

sasurveli feris miRebis Semdeg viwyebdiT Sevsebas. SeSrobis Semdeg 

TabaSirs vamuSavebdiT lancetiT da vaZlevdiT saWiro formebs.  

    restavraciis Semdeg nivTi aucelablad unda iqnes daculi Semdgomi 

dazianebisagan, anu Cautardes konservacia, amisaTvis nivTebi gavwmindeT 

acetoniT da davfareT paraloid B-72-is 2%-iani acetonxsnariT. 

    samuSaos procesSi da dasrulebis Semdgom yvela artefaqts 

utardeboda fotofiqsacia.                                                               

gamoyenebuli masala:  

1. spirti   2. Paraloid B72    3. acetoni  4. TabaSiri  5. mSrali pigmenti 

 



 

noqalaqevis arqeologiuri muzeumis masala restavraciamde da 
restavraciis Semdeg 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   n.a.m.679   12:974-1311                                 n.a.m.1453 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    n.a.m.505   12:974-2147                                 n.a.m.1454          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   n.a.m.638   12:974-334                                   n.a.m.1489       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   n.a.m.563   12:974-1164                                    n.a.m.588   12:974-150      

                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  n.a.m.927   12:974-1332                                      n.a.m.591   12:974-342                          



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       n.a.m.590   12:974-341                                 n.a.m.504   12:974-2115         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       n.a.m.527   12:974-2445                              n.a.m.452  12:974-409     

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              n.a.m.595   12:974-2600                              

 

 

          

 



 
 

      marine bokeria 
      

noqalaqevis arqeologiuri  eqspediciis 2009  wlis 

paleobotanikuri  kvlevis angariSi 

    

         2009 wlis agvistoSi monawileoba miviRe arqeologiuri 

eqspediciis muSaobaSi. mopovebuli masalis garkveuli nawili 

damuSavda savele pirobebSive arqeobotanikuri kvlevisTvis miRebuli 

meTodiT (aRebuli sinjebi irecxeboda 3 sxvadasxva sixSiris 

sacrebze - 4mm, 1mm, 0,5mm). xolo  gamoyofili fraqciebi Seswavleboda 

mikroskopiT X40_X60 gadidebebze. ATxrilidan Seswavlilia 19 nimuSi.  

     ganamarxebuli karpologiuri masala warmodgenilia 20-mde 

ganamarxebul mcenareTa karbonizebuli TeslebiT da nayofebiT. 

gamovlenili saxeobebi ZiriTadad marcvlovani da parkosani 

kulturebi.   

     marcvleuli kulturebidan Triticum aestivum  rbili xorbali, Tr. 

dicoccum asli, Tr. compactum qondara xorbalis danaxSirebuli Teslebi, 

aseve erTeuli marcvlebis saxiT gvxvdeba - qeris Hordeum vulgaris ssp. 

distichon  karbonizebuli Teslebi. parkosani kulturebidan Lens culinaris- 

ospi, Pisum sativum - barda, Lathyrus sativus  - culispira. Seswavlil 

nimuSebSi dominantobs Panicum miliaceum fetvi. kulturuli mcenareTa 

Soris  mniSvnelovania vazis Vitis vinifera, kaklis Juglans regia–s nimuSebi. 

kolxuri selis Linum bienne-s danaxSirebul nayofTa narCenebi. 

   veluri balaxovani mcenareebidan Spergula arvensis - mdelos 

spergula, Spergularia sp. – spergularia, Chenopodium album – nacarqaTama, 

Plantago media - mravalZarRva, ekologiurad rudelaruli 

adgilsamyofelTan dakavSirebuli mcenareeebia.  

     miRebuli Sedegebi warmodgenilia cxrilebSi N1, N2, N3..                

        

 

 

 

 

 



cxrili N1          
 
N 
 

sinji 
 

laTinuri saxelwodeba 
 

qarTuli saxelwodeba 
 

sinjis 
garecxvis 
TariRi 

     
N250  Nok. 09/A.(254) 17 Triticum diccocum xorbali. asli 14 07 
  Cereal fragment marcvlovanTa fragm.  
  Vitis vinifera fragm. yurZeni: wipwis fragm.  
  Spergula arvensis mdelos spergula  
     
N251  Nok. 09/A.(254) 35 bag 3/3 Triticum diccocum xorbali. asli 19 07 
 From under skeleton Vitis vinifera fragm.  yurZeni: wipwis fragm.  
  Panicum miliaceum fetvi  
  Chenopodium album  nacarqaTama  
  Setaria/Panicum  fetvisebrni  
     
N252 Nok. 09/A.(254)  35 Vitis vinifera fragm.  yurZeni: wipwis fragm. 19 07 
 From under skyleton Cerealia marcvlovanTa fragm.  
  Panicum miliaceum  fetvi  
  Setaria italica  Romi  
  Juglans  regia fragment. kaklis nayofis fragm. 

     
N253  Nok. 09/A.(260) 2 Triticum compactum qondara xorbali 18 07 
  Panicum miliaceum  fetvi  
  Pinus sp.? fiWvi ?  
  Cerealia marcvlovanTa fragm.  
     
N254  Nok. 09/A.(260) 2 Triticum aestivum rbili xorbali 18 07 
  Cerealia  marcvlovanTa fragm.  
  Panicum miliaceum  fetvi  
  Vitis vinifera fragm vazis: wipwis fragm.  
  Lathyrus sativus culispira  
     
N255 Nok. 09/A.(260) 1 Triticum diccocum xorbali. asli 18 07 
  Panicum miliaceum  fetvi  
  Lens culinaris  ospi  
  Echinochloa sp.  uriSi  
  Vitis sp. fragm.  yurZeni: wipwis fragm.  
  Chenopodium album nacarqaTama  
  Sambucus ebulus anwli  
  Spergula arvensis mdelos spergula  
     
N256 Nok. 09/A.(260) 32 pot Hordeum distichon qeri 16 07 
  Panicum miliaceum fetvi  
  Pisum sativum fragm. bardis fragm.  
  Vitis vinifera. fragment vazis fragm.  
 (260) 14         sediment from  Vitis sylvestris veluri vazi  
  the vessel    
N257 Nok. 09/A.(260) 2 Hordeum distichon qeri  
  Lens culinaris  ospi 14 07 
  Panicum miliaceum fetvi  
  Vitis  sp. fragment yurZeni: wipwis fragm.  
  Cerealia fragm. marcvlovanTa fragm.  



  Spergula arvensis mdelos spergula  
     
N258 Nok. 09/A.(260) 2 Vitis sp. fragment yurZeni: wipwis fragm.  
  Panicum miliaceum fetvi 19 07 
  Cerealia fragm. marcvlovanTa fragm.  
     
N259 Nok. 09/A.(257)  17 abc Triticum aestivum  rbili xorbali  
 Grave fill Panicum miliaceum fetvi 18 07 
  Echinochloa sp. uriSi  
  Lens culinaris  ospi  
  Juglans  regia fragm. kaklis nayofis fragm. 

  Spergularia sp. spergularia  
     
N260 Nok. 09/A.(254)   Triticum aestivum rbili xorbali  
 Grave fill Panicum miliaceum  fetvi 19 07 
  Lens culinaris ospi  
  cereal fragm. marcvlovanTa fragm.  
  Juglans  regia fragm. kaklis nayofis fragm. 

  Setaria / Panicum ?   
     
N261 Nok. 09/A.(260) 2 Triticum aestivum rbili xorbali 20 07 
  Panicum miliaceum  fetvi  
  Vitis vinifera fragm vazis: wipwis fragm.  
     
N262 Nok. 09/A.(407) 13 bag2/2 Echinochloa sp. uriSi 20 07 
  Vitis vinifera fragm vazis: wipwis fragm.  
     
N263 Nok. 09/A (260) 2 Triticum diccocum xorbali. asli 14 07 
  Cereal fragment marcvlovanTa fragm.  
  Panicum miliaceum fetvi  
  Setaria italica  Romi  
  Lens culinaris  ospi  
  Linum bienne  kolxuri seli  
  Spergula arvensis mdelos spergula  
     
N264 Nok. 09/A.(254) 2 Cereal fragment marcvlovanTa fragm. 17 07 
 Skeleton Panicum miliaceum fetvi  
     
N265 Nok. 09/A.SK (260) 23 Cereal fragment marcvlovanTa fragm. 16 07 
 from under head     
N266 Nok. 09/A.(254)  17 Triticum aestivum rbili xorbali  
 Grave fill Panicum miliaceum fetvi 17 07 
  Vitis sp. fragments yurZnis wipwis fragm.  
  Linum usissatisimum ? seli  
  Linum bienne kolxuri seli  
  Spergula arvensis mdelos spergula  
  Plantago media mravalZarRva  
     
N267 Nok. 09/A.(260) 2 abc Vitis sp. fragments yurZnis wipwis fragm. 16 07 
     
N268 Nok. 09/A.(402) 8 Hordeum distichon qeri 20 07 
 sample Bulk skeleton fill Vitis vinifera fragm vazis: wipwis fragm.  
  Panicum miliaceum fetvi  

 



 
 

cxrili N2          
 
 
 
 

 
N250 

 

 
N251 

 

 
N252 

 

 
N253 

 
N254 

 

N255 

 

N256 
 

 

N257 

 

 
N258 

 

N259 
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N266 
 

 

 
 
N267 

 

N268 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
cxrili N3   

3 Hordeum  distichon - qeri; 4-5 Triticum aestivum - rbili xorbali; 6-7 Tr. diccocum – asli; 8 

  
 
1-
Tr.compactum – qondara xorbali; 9-11 Panicum miliaceum – fetvi; 12 Setaria italica – Romi; 13-14 Lens 
culinaris – ospi; 15 -16 Lathyrus sativus – culispira; 17-20 Vitis vinifera - kulturuli vazi; 21 V. 
sylvestris – veluri vazi; 22 Juglans regia – kakali; 23-24 Linum bienne – kolxuri seli; 25 L. 
ussitatissimum – kulturuli seli; 26 Pinus sp. fiWvi ; 27 Plantago media – mravalZarRva; 28 Spergula 
arvensis - mdelos spergula; 29 Sambucus ebulus – anwli; 30 Chenopodium album – nacarqaTama. 
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eliso yvavaZe 

noqalaqevis eqspediciis (2009 wlis ivlisi) masalis palinologiuri 

Seswavlis winaswari Sedegebi 

 

Txrili A. ganxilul Txrilis 0901 samarxis sxvadasxva adgilebidan 

palinologiur kvlevisaTvis aRebulia 20-ze meti nimuSi. yvelaze 

saintereso aRmoCnda Tavis qalas areSi aRebuli da Seswavlilia 

sinjebi, sadac napovnia 30 umaRlesi mcenaris mtveri (cxrili @1), sokos 

3 saxeobis sporebi, 4 saxeobis wyalmcenare, uamravi xis merqnis 

traqealuri ujredebi, sxvadasxva zoologiuri mikronaSTi. qalas 

midamo gansakuTrebulad sainteresoa imitom, rom adamianis TmebSi 

grovdeva im mcenareTa mtveri, romlis garemoSi cxovrobs da saqmianobs 

adamiani. samarxSi, miuxedavad imisa, rom Tavad Tmebi iSleba da 

vizualurad aRar aris SesamCnevi, maTi mikronaSTebi da TmebSi 

arsebuli mtvris marcvlebi da mikrorganizmebis fosiliebi sakmaod 

kargad inaxeba.  

     samarx 0901-Si nimuSebi aRebulia SublTan (#9), Tvalis ormoSi 

(#10) da kisris malebis ZirSi (#11). #12 nimuSic amave samarxis doqis 

(#260) ZirSia aRebuli. maTi palinologiuri speqtrebi Zalzed 

saintereso aRmoCnda (sur.1) xemcenareTa Soris bevria fiWvis mtveri. 

kargadaa warmodgenili murynis (Alnus), cacxvis (Tilia), muxis (Quercus) da 

Txilis (Corylus) mtvris marcvlebi. mcire raodenopbiTaa warmodgenili 

soWis, naZvis, rcxilas, lafnis, kaklis, wablis, da Zelqvas mtveri. 

napovnia kulturuli vazis mtveri. balaxovanTa Soris bevria 

marcvlovnebi, rogorc veluri, aseve kulturuli. gansazRvrulia 

xorblis da qeris mtvris marcvlebi. bevria ezos sarevela mcenaeTa 

mtveri da tyis gvimrebis sporebi.  

     arapalinologiuri naSTebis raodenoba gacilebiT metia, vidre 

mcenareTa mtvris marcvlebi. N#9 nimuSSi napovnia adamianis Tmis 

naSTebi, uamravi selis boWko (sur.2), rac sudaras an tansacmlis naSTi 

unda iyos. aris agreTve nacrisferi, vardisferi, cisferi da yviTeli 

selis boWko. napovnia bambis da Salis boWkoc. aRmoCenilia cxvris 

erTi bewvi. uamravia balaxovan mcenareTa fitolitebi da epidermisi, 

rac masze metyvelebs rom micvalebulis sarecelze balaxebisgan 



mowyofili safenic unda yofiliyo. napovnia mwerebis jagrisebi, 

romlebic albad balaxs moyveboda. bevria agreTve xis merqnis 

mikroskopiuli ujredebi (cxrili 1, sur.3), rac sareclis an sxva xis 

konstruqciis arsebobaze metyvelebs. mcire raodenobiT aRiniSneba 

sokos sporebi da maT Soris Chaetomium, romelic mcenareuli 

warmoSobis teqstils uCndeba da Slis mas. cotaa agreTve 

wyalmcenareTa naSTebi. 

    Txril A –Si, konteqst #235 da #234 palinologiurad Seswavlilia 

WurWlis SigTavSic. mxolod erT WurWelSi aRmoCnda Zvlis kristalebi 

(nim. #13), danarCenSi ki marcvlovnebis mikroskopiuli naSTebia uxvad 

warmodgenili. xemcenareTa Soris aqac, rogorc samarxSi Warbobs 

fiWvis mtvris marcvlebi, aRiniSneba muryani, rcxila, wabli, Txili. 

    maSasadame, SegviZlia vivaraudoT rom pirveli samarxis 

micvalebuli dakrZaluli iyo adre gazafxulze, radgan maSin yvavis is 

mcenareebi, romlis mtveri kargadaa warmodgenili samarxSi. damatebiT, 

argumentad SeiZleba gamoviyenod agreTve samarxSi aRmoCenili tkipebis 

naSTebi da maTi mcire raodenoba. isini gazafxulze Cndebian da maTi 

raodenoba ar aRwevs maqsimums. 

    ganxilul regionSi im dros mosaxleoba miwaTmoqmedebas misdevda. 

kargad iyo ganviTarebuli mexorbleoba da mevenaxeoba. klimaturi 

pirobebi kargi unda yofiliyo. magram momavali kvlevaa saWiro rom 

garemos aRdgenis ufro detaluri saSualeba mogveces.  

    garda amisa Txril A kedelSi, sadac kargad moCans adre-

Suasaukuneebis fena, aRebuli da Seswavlilia 4 nimuSi, romlis 

palinologiuri speqtri mkveTrad gansxvavdeba samarxis speqtrebisgan. 

cxrili 1. 

noqalaqevi, Txrili A kont. 235 
nimuSis aRebis adgili samarxi 0901 WurWeli 
ttabnimuSis nomeri 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Abies nordmanniana - soWi   1         
Picea orientalis - naZvi   1     1   
Pinus - fiWvi 12 9 8 3 2 4 
Cedrus - kedari         2   
Carya - pekani         2   
Juglans regia - kakali     2       
Pterocarya pterocarpa - lafani     1       
Carpinus caucasica - rcxila   1     1 2 
Fagus orientalis - wifeli   5         
Quercus - muxa   2 1       
Castanea sativa - wabli   1   1     



 

Tilia - cacxvi 1 1 7       
Zelkova carpinifolia - Zelqva     3       
Alnus - muryani 2 8 4   1 4 
Corylus - Txili 5 12 2   1 1 
Vitis vinifers - kulturuli vazi     1       
Cerealia - saTesi marcvlovnebi   3         
Triticum - xorbali 1   1       
Hordeum - qeri     1       
Poaceae - veluri marcvlovnebi 6 6 2 1   1 
Urtica - jinWari 2 1 1       
Cichorioiedea - vardkaWaWa     2   1 2 
Artemisia - avSani 2   1       
Apiaceae - qolgosnebi   1         
Polygonum type - matitela     6 1 1 3 
Plantago m/m type - mravalZarRva   1 4     4 
Plantago lanceolata type - lanceta mravalZarRva 2   3     5 
Trifolium - samyura           1 
Geranium - nemsiwvera     1       
Undiff. NAP - ganusazRvreli balaxovnebi 8 5 3 3     
Polypodiaceae undiff.-gvimranairebi     2 1 1 8 
Pteridium aquilinum - ewris gvimra   1         
Adiantum - veneras Tma   2         
Ophioglossum - gvelis ena         1   
Undiff.Ascospores - ganusazRvreli sokos sporebi 4   11 4 20   
Chaetomium - xaetomiumi 1           
Glomus - glomusi           4 
Zygnema - zignema 2 5         
Fibres of flax - selis boWkoebi 69 11 12 4 16 16 
Blue fibres of flax - cisferi selis boWkoebi 3 2       1 
Grey fibres of flax - nacrisferi selis boWkoebi 2 2   1   1 
Rose fibres of flax vardisferi 1         1 
Yellow fibres of flax - moyviTalo selis boWkoebi 1           
Fibres of cotton - bambis boWkoebi 11 18 4 3 12 7 
Fibres of wool- Salis boWko 2 5         
Undiff.fibres - ganusazRvreli boWko         2   
Tracheal cells of undiff.wood -ganusazRvr.merqnis traqealuri 
ujredebi 124   81 91 82 86 
Woodvwssel - merqnis gamtari WurWlebi       2 3 4 
Plant epidermis - mcenaris epidermisi 12 15 6 13 3 8 
Phytoliths of Poaceae - marcvlovnebis fitolitebi 116 102 56 43 65 112 
Diatoms - diatomuri wyalmcenare 4           
Pseudoschizea - wyalmcenare 2   1       
Spirogira- spirogira         3   
Dinoflagellata - dinoflagelatebi 2           
Undiff.zoomaterial -  ganusazRvreli zoomasala   2   7 7 11 
Hair of man - adamianis Tma 3           
Hair of sheep - cxvris bewvi 2           
Hair of animal - mweris bususebi           1 
Feather of bird - frinvelis bumbuli     1       
Cristals of bone - Zvlis kristalebi       2 11   
Eggs of animal helmints - cxovelis helmintis kvercxi 2           
Epidermis of moth -peplis epidermisi         1   
Hairs of insecta - mweris bususebi 6   7       
Hairs of Acari - tkipas bususebi   1         
Acari remains - tkipas naSTi   1         
Total AP- xemcenareTa mtvris jami 20 41 29 4 10 11 
Total NAP- balaxebis mtvris jami 21 20 27 6 4 24 
Total pollen -mtvris saerTo jami 41 61 56 10 14 35 
Total NPP-arapalinologiuri naSTebis jami 369 164 179 170 225 252 
Total palynomorphs -  palinomorfebis saerTo jami 410 225 235 180 239 287 



 







saqarTvelos sxvadsxva umaRles saswavleblebis da bredfordis 

universitetis studentebis sazafxulo praqtika 

    noqalaqevis qarTul-inglisuri arqeologiuri eqspediciis 

xelmZRvanelis prof. d.lomitaSvilis TanxmobiTa da eqspediciis 

finansuri mxardaWeriT 2008 wlis zafxulSi noqalaqevis eqspediciis 

proeqtis ,,2001-2010 qarTul-inglisuri saerTaSoriso arqeologiuri 

eqspedicia - http://www.nokalakevi.org “ (proeqtisa da eqspediciis xelmZRvaneli: 

ist.ecn.doqt. daviT lomitaSvili) farglebSi qarTvel da ucxoel 

studentebisaTvis kvlav ganxorcielda saganmanaTleblo proeqtebi : 

 

1. treiningebi savele arqeologiaSi 

qveproeqtis xelmZRvaneli: prof.d.lomitaSvili, doqt. p.everili 

asistentebi : n.murRuli, k.raseli,Qq.granti 

gaTxrebi, iseve rogorc wina wlebSi, samecniero 

kvleva-ZiebasTan erTad moicavda saswavlo kurssac, 

romlis farglebSic 

savele arqeologiis 3 

kviriani kursi gaiares 

qarTvelma da britanelma 

strudentebma, maT 

xelmZRvanelobas 

uwevdnen, rogorc qarTveli arqeologebi (prof. d. lomitaSvili, 

n.murRulia), ise britaneli specialistebi (doqt. p.everili, q.granti, 

k.raseli). 

 

2. treiningebi keramikuli monapovris kameralur damuSavebaSi 

qveproeqtis xelmZRvaneli : doqtori j.timbi 

qarTvel da ucxoel studentebs saSualeba 

miecaT eqspediciaSi mowveul britanel 

keramikosTan doqt. j.TimbisTan erTad 

monawileoba mieRoT keramikuli masalis kvleva-

Ziebis saqmeSi – keramikis aRweriloba, 

fotofiqsacia, Caxazva, moculobis dadgena da sxv. 

 

 

http://www.nokalakevi.org/


3. treiningebi prevenciul konservaciaSi 

mimdinare proeqtis xelmZRvaneli : ist.mecn doqtori - nino qebulaZe 

 

Catarda treiningebi prevenciul konservaciaSi. saqarTvelos 

sxvadasxva umaRles saswavleblebis da bredfordis universitetis 

studentebs arqeologiuri aRmoCenebis pirvelad daxmarebaze, SefuTvasa 

da kameralur damuSavebaze CautardaT leqciebi da praqtikuli 

samuSaoebi.  

 

4. treiningebi arqeologiuri keramikis gawmenda, restavracia-

konservaciaSi 

qveproeqtis xelmZRvaneli : ist.mecn doqtori – n.qebulaZe 

qarTvel da ucxoel studentebs CautardaT treiningebi arqeologiuri 

keramikis gawmendasa da restavracia-

konservaciaSi.  

ufrosi restavratoris n.qebulaZis 

xelmZRvanelobiT studentebma monawileoba 

miiRes noqalaqevis 2009 wlis gaTxrebis dros 

aRmoCenili keramikuli artefaqtebisa da 

noqalaqevis arqeologiuri muzeumis keramikis aRdgena-konservaciaSi. 

 

5. treiningebi paleobotanikur kvlevebSi (meTodikebi da kvlevebi) 

qveproeqtis xelmZRvaneli : m.bokeria 

 

qarTvel da inglisel studentebs CautardaT treiningebi 

paleobota-nikur kvlevebSi da saSualeba miecaT monawileoba mieRoT 

paleobotanikuri sinjebis recxvaSi da maT mikroskopul kvlevaSi.  

 

6. treiningebi osteologiur kvlevebSi 

qveproeqtis xelmZRvaneli : b.neili 

 

eqspediciis britaneli osteologis b.nilis xelmZRvanelobiT 

studentebma praqtikebi gaiares sezonis ganmavlobaSi aRmoCenili 

Zvlovani masalis preparaciasa da osteologiur kvlevaSi. 



7. treiningebi saqarTvelos istoriasa da egrisis samefos istoriaSi 

werilobiTi wyaroebis mixedviT 

qveproeqtis xelmZRvanelebi: i.kolvini, ist.mecn. doqtori b.lorTqifaniZe 

 

eqspediciis ganmavlobaSi satreiningo programebis farglebSi, 

qarTul-inglisuri eqspediciis direqtoris b-n i.kolvinis mier 

studentebs CautardaT treiningi egrisis samefos istoriaze qarTul da 

ucxouri werilobiTi wyaroebis mixedviT. 

eqspediciis xelmZRvanelis moadgilem b.lorTqifaniZem studentebs 

waukiTxa leqciebi saqarTvelos istoriis Sesaxeb. 
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Abstract 

 

The Anglo-Georgian Expedition to Nokalakevi (AGEN) carried out excavations in the 
Samegrelo region of western Georgia for the ninth consecutive season at the site of 
Nokalakevi (Archaeopolis). The excavation season took place between 3rd July 2009 
and the 3rd August 2009 and was carried out by a team of British and Georgian 
professionals with the assistance of student volunteers from England and Georgia.  

During this season, work continued in Trench A, located next to the eastern 
fortification wall, in which further inhumation burials of Hellenistic date were 
uncovered. Further limestone foundations relating to a series of previously exposed 
Hellenistic structures were also revealed within this trench. 

This season also saw the reopening of Trench B located some 60m to the west of 
Trench A. A sondage was excavated in the southern part of the trench to expose and 
record further archaeological remains with a view to completing and backfilling this 
part. Five Byzantine-period burials were revealed and recorded during these 
excavations.    
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

1.1.1 This document is an interim report of the results of the excavation undertaken 
at Nokalakevi in the 2009 season. A comprehensive report covering all the 
work undertaken since 2001 will be produced in the near future.  

1.1.2 The fieldwork was undertaken in accordance with Georgian state legislation 
regarding excavation within ancient monuments and the relevant permissions 
were sought from and granted by the Georgian Ministry of Culture. 

1.1.3 All aspects of the fieldwork complied with the Standards and Guidance, and 
Codes of Conduct of the UK ‘Institute for Archaeologists’ (IfA 2001). 

1.2 Site Background and Location 

1.2.1 Nokalakevi (which translates roughly as ‘ruins where once a town was’) is 
located in the west of Georgia in the province of Samegrelo, 15.5km north of 
Senaki (Figure 1). It sits in a loop of the River Tekhuri at the edge of the 
Colchian plain with hills on its northern and western perimeters (see the 
section on the RTK GPS survey). The site consists of an upper citadel atop a 
high hill and a lower town on the river terrace below, linked by strongly 
fortified walls.  

 

Figure 1: The location of Nokalakevi 

1.2.2 Since the turn of the millennium, AGEN has focused on two areas within the 
walls, Trenches A and B. Trench A lies adjacent to the eastern fortification 
wall of the lower town, just north of the east gate. Work has been ongoing in 
this trench since 2001 and it was expanded to its current size (10m east-west 
by 13m north-south) in 2004. Since successfully bringing all parts of Trench A 
back into phase in 2006 a series of multi-phased structural foundations and 
burials were uncovered within a rich Hellenistic layer. Trench B, located some 
60m to the west of Trench A, was opened in 2002 and measures 7.5m east-
west by 20m north-south. Although excavation in Trench B was suspended 
since the 2005 field season in order to concentrate efforts on Trench A, this 
year saw the re-opening of Trench B with a view to reaching new cultural 
layers.  
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1.3 2009 Field Season 

1.3.1 The staff and volunteers arrived in Nokalakevi on Saturday 3rd July 2009. 
Work began on Monday 5th July with the reopening of Trench A for the 
season’s excavation. Protective layers of plastic and backfill from the end of 
the 2008 season were removed from the base of the trench. Excavation took 
place between Monday 5th July and Friday 31st July 2009. 

1.3.2 The expedition staff, led by Professor David Lomitashvili (head of the 
expedition) and Ian Colvin, consisted of twelve specialists in total. The 
Georgian team was composed of Dr Besik Lortkipanidze (historian), Dr Nino 
Kebuladze (finds conservator), Dr Maka Bokeria (palaeobotanist), Nikoloz 
Murghulia (site supervisor), Eliso Khvavadze (palynologist) and Natia Dzigua 
(finds conservator). The British team consisted of Dr Paul Everill and 
Benjamin Neil (co-directors of AGEN), Kathryn Grant and Chris Russel (site 
supervisors), Dr Jane Timby (pottery specialist), Dr Phil Marter 
(archaeologist) and Harry Robson (site assistant).  

1.3.3 Our Georgian participants were: Giorgi Lomitashvili, Salome Jamburia, Nino 
Chkhartishvili, Shorena Khetsuriani, Ani Mgeladze, Elene Kenia, Teimuri 
Kubecia, Beka Lomitashvili, Daviti Gurgenidze, Giga Kakshvili, Zura 
Giorghadze, Ano Tvaradze and Qetalia Tamazashvili.  

1.3.4 Our British volunteers were: Lisa Bak, Rebecca Dorran, Gemma Ward and 
Francesca Edwards. 

1.3.5 Although the entire field team were involved in the initial opening of Trench A 
at the beginning of the season, since both of the trenches were open during 
this excavation season, it was necessary to distribute the field staff and 
volunteers between the two trenches. Trench A supervision was undertaken 
by Niko Murgulia and Kathryn Grant with a team of between 11 and 15 
student volunteers, while Trench B was supervised by Chris Russel and Ano 
Tvaradze with assistance from Harry Robson and two student volunteers. 

1.4 2009 Aims and Objectives  

1.4.1 The broad aims and objectives for the 2009 field season in Trench A, based 
on previous work within the trench, were outlined in last year’s report (Grant 
and Everill 2008) as follows: 

 To reduce the northern extent of the trench in an attempt to bring the 
entire trench into phase.  

 To further expose any continuations of existing structural foundations 
with a view to better understanding their character and function. 

 To remove any previously exposed/recorded foundation stones which 
as a result of further excavation into deeper layers are now higher 
than the current excavation level.  
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 To fully excavate and record burial (256) which was partially revealed 
in the 2008 season. 

 To determine the existence and type of any further burials belonging 
to the Hellenistic period. 

 To further characterise the relationship between the structures and the 
burials, i.e. do the buildings relate to a phase of occupation 
immediately preceding the Hellenistic necropolis, or vice versa? If they 
are broadly contemporary, do the buildings represent funerary 
monuments and buildings? 

1.4.2 The broad aims and objectives for the 2009 field season for Trench B, based 
on previous work within the trench, were outlined as follows: 

 The small area of Byzantine/ Medieval cemetery at the south of 
Trench B to be fully excavated in order to allow backfilling as a 
conservation measure to preserve the exposed wall, and support a 
nearby telegraph pole. This will also provide an opportunity to 
examine some of the earliest surviving deposits from Nokalakevi, and 
provide a direct comparison with deposits from a nearby trench 
excavated in the late 1990s by Professor Lomitashvili. 

1.4.3 General Aims and Objectives for 2009: 

 To add further information to the stratigraphic matrices for both 
trenches. 

 A complete RTK GPS survey of the lower town, the citadel, the 
fortifications and their immediate vicinity will be undertaken where 
conditions allow. This will build upon a partial Total Station survey of 
the lower town undertaken in 2007, and will also include topographic 
data. 

 

1.5 Scope of Report 

1.5.1 This report documents the findings from the 2009 archaeological field season. 
It contains the results of the excavations undertaken in Trenches A and B as 
well as outline results of the RTK GPS survey.  

 

 

 

2.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 A Brief History of Excavations at Nokalakevi 
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2.1.1 For a fuller discussion of the history of Nokalakevi and the study of 
Nokalakevi please see Armour and Colvin (2004), and Everill and Marter 
(Forthcoming). 

2.1.2 Modern study of Nokalakevi can be traced back to 1833 when the Swiss 
philologist Frédéric Dubois Du Montpéreux proposed the site as Aia, the 
capital of Homeric Colchis in the Argonautic myths, and Archaeopolis, the 
capital of late antique Lazika mentioned by the Novels of the Emperor 
Justinian, and by Byzantine historians and chroniclers. 

2.1.3 The joint German-Georgian expedition led by Dr A.-M. Schneider of the 
German Archaeological Institute in Istanbul attempted the first Archaeological 
excavations at the site in the winter of 1930-31. Schneider’s results were 
published in the German periodical Forschungen und Fortschritte in 
September 1931 and confirmed the identification of the site with 
Archaeopolis. 

2.1.4 In 1973 the S. Janashia Museum of History established a large and well-
equipped expedition to excavate and conserve the historical monument at 
Nokalakevi. This continued until the end of the Soviet Union in 1991 when 
large scale works at Nokalakevi temporarily ceased. Three volumes of results 
were edited by Parmen Zakaraia (1981; 1989; 1993).  

2.1.5 The current excavations at the site began in 2001 with the establishment of 
the joint Anglo-Georgian expedition to Nokalakevi (AGEN). 

2.2 Summary of Recent Results for Trench A 

2.2.1 A comprehensive account of past seasons excavation results was provided in 
previous reports (Armour and Colvin 2004, Everill and Ginns 2005, Neil 2006, 
Everill 2007, Grant and Everill 2008). The following summarised points are 
pertinent to this year’s results: 

 In 2006 a line of stones (context 187) was exposed towards the centre 
of the trench, which was thought to be part of a building/structure. 

 After this area was fully revealed and investigated in 2007, 
subsequent lines of walls were exposed, confirming that these 
archaeological remains represented a complex sequence of 
Hellenistic structures. 

 Further excavation of the area in 2007 and 2008 made it possible to 
formulate ideas about the types of structure and the building materials 
used. The walls appear to have been constructed on top of a 
foundation of large limestone blocks, which was perhaps laid onto the 
ground surface as there is no evidence for a foundation cut. These 
blocks were overlain by a horizontal wooden sill consisting of one or 
more beams, into which were fixed upright posts measuring c.100mm 
in diameter. Evidence for these posts was recovered as charcoal both 
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in Trench A and within a comparable structure in nearby Trench B in 
2005. Impressions of wattle within pieces of burnt daub in both 
trenches give further, clear indications that these walls were 
predominantly of a clay and timber construction. 

 No archaeological evidence for roofing material was found in these 
Hellenistic period contexts (contrary to the great number of tiles 
excavated from the later Roman contexts), however buildings of a 
wattle and daub/ clay and timber construction are more likely to have 
been thatched. 

 First exposed in 2003 and more thoroughly in 2006 and 2007, a line of 
unbonded limestone boulders (context 187) was uncovered measuring 
approximately 6m from east to west with a return to the north (at the 
western end) that extends for 1m. At the northern end of this return a 
large tapered post-pit [219] was revealed and directly east of this a 
further post-pit [224] was also uncovered. It seems likely that [219] 
once held a door post for the entrance to the building. These separate 
contexts were recorded together as parts of Structure 1. 

 Structure 2 was made up of a line of unbonded limestone boulders 
(context 212) on an east-west alignment (4.5m long) with a return at 
the western end extending for 1m to the south. The east-west element 
of this structure is almost parallel to the east-west section of 
Structure 1. 

 The earliest structure thus far (Structure 3) is a roughly square 
structure consisting of a line of unbonded limestone boulders. It was 
approximately 2.5m square, with the suggestion that there may have 
been an entrance at the northwest corner. It lay underneath Structure 
2 and about half a metre south of Structure 1 on the same orientation 
as the other buildings. Structure 3 was sealed by a substantial deposit 
of burnt material (216) – predominantly daub.  

 This burnt deposit (216) was excavated in 2007 and has provided a 
valuable insight into life during the Hellenistic period at Nokalakevi-
Tsikhegoji. The sieving and flotation of soil samples in that year 
produced a wide range of carbonised seeds, including wild and 
domesticated grape (vitis vinifera, vitis sylvestris), wheat (triticum sp.), 
pea (pisum sativum), rowan (sorbus sp.) and black walnut (junglans 
regia). 

 A total of twenty-five human burials have been excavated in area A; 
six in 2003, three in 2005, two in 2006, eight in 2007, four in 2008 and 
two in 2009.  

 The ratio of child to adult is 3:2 within this area, suggesting a high 
infant mortality rate. However, this is an oversimplified demographic, 
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based on an insufficient sample that is compounded by low resolution 
phasing likely to span a few hundred years. A socio-economic 
differentiation within this sample is possible but there are mixtures of 
indicators that make some individuals difficult to separate out 
suggesting in some cases, a homogenisation of culture. There is no 
doubting the Hellenic influence seen in the layers currently under 
investigation, the question is whether this was actively (through a 
physical presence) or passively (through cultural transmission) 
affected in this province. It is understood in the coastal regions of 
West Georgia that Greek burials tend to be aligned east-west, lying 
extended and supine, with a few but ornate burial artefacts (gold, 
silver and predominantly imported pottery). Alternatively, Colchian 
burials have no consistent orientation, are often flexed, lie laterally and 
are richly furnished with paste jewellery and predominantly local ware 
pottery. We understand the Greek cultural context of cremation well - 
It was intended to be apotropaic and appeasing involving sacrifice and 
feasting; the three cremations seen at Archaeopolis demonstrate a 
consistent and prolonged pyre temperature demonstrating a good 
understanding of the technology. Accompanying sacrifice and feasting 
may be evident through the significant quantity of faunal remains 
within the surrounding contexts, confirmation pending detailed 
taphonomic analysis.  

 In the broadest sense, it is possible to say that up to nine Colchian 
burials (138) (151) (154) (199) (227) (247) (253) (255) (261) and (265) 
have been found (two of which are cremations); richly furnished and in 
a variety of orientations, there is a 5:4 ratio of sub-adult to adult.  

 In contrast, skeletons (139) (148) (160) (163) (168) (185) (190) (193) 
(196) (206) (209) (221) (237) and (241) are either aligned east west 
and/or with few or no burial artefacts, pointing to a different 
cultural/social background relating to their interment; there is a 9:5 
ratio of sub-adult to adult in this sub-sample. 

2.3 Summary of Previous Results for Trench B  

2.3.1 A comprehensive account of past seasons excavation results was provided in 
previous reports (Everill  2003; Everill 2005a; Everill 2005b), therefore only a 
summary will be reproduced here. 

 From 2002 to 2005, twenty-nine human burials were excavated within 
Trench B, plus a minimum number of six individuals fragmented 
throughout the cemetery soil. The vast majority were located within 
the northeast corner of a multiphased (Byzantine/ Medieval) cemetery 
exposed at the southwest corner of the trench. 

 The remains of a Hellenistic period clay and timber building were first 
exposed in 2004, and further examined in 2005. This building was 
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characterised by a line of substantial, though undressed, limestone 
blocks which ran the full width of the far north of the trench. This wall 
base was orientated roughly east-west, and in places there were 
remains of the beam that would once have rested upon them. This 
beam survived in fragmentary form as charcoal, and the fire which 
apparently consumed the building also resulted in a large quantity of 
burnt daub which sealed related yard surfaces south of the building. 
Impressions of wattle within the daub, and fragmentary remains of 
narrow posts (which were presumably set upright into the beam) gave 
clear indications of the likely form of the building. Ceramic material 
sealed between the burnt daub, and the yard surface was identified 
as belonging to the Hellenistic period. 
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3.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Excavation Methodology 

3.1.1 During this season excavation continued in Trenches A and B. Hand-
excavation was carried out using picks, shovels and trowels in order to 
reduce the level of the trench, define new layers and uncover archaeological 
features. All removed soil was scanned for the presence of any stray, 
unstratified artefacts which were recovered and bagged for dating and 
analysis. An initial cleaning layer context number was assigned at the 
beginning of the season to ensure that any unstratified finds were kept 
separate from the underlying layer.  

3.1.2 A local team of workmen was employed for the duration of the excavation to 
help with spoil removal and spoil heap management.  

3.1.3 A digital photographic record was maintained throughout the excavation of 
the trench, features and finds. A day-to-day written record of all photographs 
taken was kept for the archive. In addition, a blackboard, north arrow and 
scales were included within the photographs to ensure that the details of the 
feature/artefact/structure were better illustrated. 

3.1.4 Levels of deposits, layers, features and small finds were taken throughout the 
excavation. In addition, levels were taken across the trench for contour 
information at the end of the season. 

3.1.5 Individual features and graves were planned at 1:10 and the trench itself was 
planned at 1:20.   

3.1.6 Since thorough drawings of the trench sections were produced in the 2007 
season for Trench A, it was not deemed necessary to re-draw these again 
this season. It will be useful to make amendments and to add on any newly 
defined layers to these illustrations in subsequent seasons to ensure 
stratigraphic continuity.  

3.1.7 This season saw the introduction of a palynological specialist from the 
Georgian National Museum to the expedition. This meant that a series of 
smaller samples could be taken from sealed contexts within the graves for 
pollen analysis. Many soil samples were collected from secure contexts within 
graves (e.g. from under long bones/within pot vessels) during the course of 
the excavations.  

3.1.8 Bulk soil samples were collected throughout the season for environmental 
and palaeobotanical assessment by Dr Maka Bokeria.  

3.1.9 The buildings in Trench A, initially exposed in 2006 and fully uncovered in 
2007, were given Structure numbers so that the various elements of each 
building could be grouped within our recording system. See section 2.0 for a 
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breakdown of these structures. Any reference to the structures within this 
report relates to context numbers previously assigned in past seasons. 

3.1.8 As graves were uncovered small tools were used to fully expose and clean 
the skeleton and associated artefacts for planning and photographs. On the 
completion of a 1:10 plan the skeleton was lifted and bagged by separate 
elements (e.g. left arm, right leg).  

3.1.9 The first three weeks of the expedition were in dry and sunny conditions with 
occasional patches of light rain, which had little effect on excavations. 
Unfortunately, heavy rain caused a considerable amount of waterlogging in 
both trenches in the final week. Fortunately, the standing water in Trench B 
drained away allowing the completion of fieldwork. However, Trench A 
suffered 23cm of standing water within the trench over the final 5 days and 
consequently work was forced to cease. As a result of the poor weather 
conditions and standing water within Trench A, the end of season plan and 
photographs were not produced. 

3.1.10 At the end of the season both trenches were re-covered using plastic 
sheeting as a protective measure between excavation seasons. Due to the 
heavy waterlogging in Trench A, a team of local workmen carried out this task 
under the supervision of Professor Lomitashvili and Nikoloz Murghulia several 
days after the field season had finished, when the standing water had drained 
away.  

 

3.2 Post-excavation Methodology 

3.2.1 A finds washing session was undertaken at the end of each day’s excavation. 
All finds were cleaned, dried and bagged according to context and type to 
ease quantification and assessment.  

3.2.2 A pottery specialist quantified all of the ceramic material recovered from the 
site sorting the sherds into different fabrics, form and styles. These results 
were then catalogued for the production of a separate pottery report (Timby 
2009).   

3.2.3 Some small finds and interesting pottery sherds were illustrated for the 
archive. In addition, a photographic record of all small finds was maintained.  

3.2.4 Osteological assessment comprising both the analysis of human and animal 
skeletal material was carried out over the course of the expedition as and 
when skeletons/disarticulated bones were lifted. Human skeletal assessment 
consisted of, where possible, the determination of an individual’s sex, age 
and stature whilst noting any unusual/pathological traits. A separate, 
forthcoming report will detail this work. (Neil, in prep)   

3.2.5 Work continued on expanding the site matrix using the newly gathered 
information from this season.  
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3.3 The 2009 Archives 

3.3.1 Two separate site archives were maintained (one for each trench) during the 
course of the excavations. The context register for this season continues on 
from past season’s excavations within each trench and therefore begins at 
254 for Trench A and 398 for Trench B. The contexts have been tabulated 
below (3.3.3 ). 

3.3.2 Since the expedition works as a collaboration between two international 
teams the archive is completed on site in both English and Georgian. This 
means that there are two copies of the site archive for each trench: a 
Georgian one which is stored at the Georgian National Museum in Tbilisi and 
an English one which is stored in Cambridge, England. The site illustrations 
such as feature and trench plans are also copied to ensure that the archive is 
fully maintained in both the UK and Georgia.  

 3.3.3 Table 1: Quantification of site archives for NOK 09 

TRENCH A B 

Number of Contexts 13 21 

Plan and section drawings 6 11 

Bulk Soil Samples 
(more than 1 bag per no.) 

7 13 

Pollen Samples 41 13 

Digital Photographs 
(total for both trenches) 

660  660 

Small finds 21 5 

 

 

3.4 Training  

3.4.1 A formal proactive training programme was conceived and first implemented 
in 2007. Details can be found in the relevant interim report (Everill 2007) and 
in an analysis of the results of that training programme (Everill Forthcoming).
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4.0 RTK GPS SURVEY RESULTS  

The definitive version of the report on the RKT GPS Survey can be found in 
Everill and Marter (Forthcoming). The text presented here is an abridged 
version of that paper. 

4.1 Introduction 

A significant goal of the 2009 field season was the establishment of a site grid 
tied into UTM Zone 38N coordinates, and the mapping of standing structures 
and topography to develop a terrain model. This model would provide an 
important insight into the development of occupation at Nokalakevi, and the 
construction of the fortress. The site had previously only been fully surveyed 
using theodolites in the early 1980s, and it was that work which formed the 
basis of the existing general site plan. The opportunity to use a state of the art 
GPS system would make it possible to check for errors in the original survey, 
which might have easily occurred as a result of the challenging nature of the 
terrain. 

In July 2009, Drs Everill and Marter travelled to Georgia to undertake the 
survey, with the Winchester Department of Archaeology’s Leica GPS1200+. 
This system can be used in a variety of ways, but in the absence of  a local 
GNSS Network to provide coordinated RTK corrections, it was configured 
using a  single Leica GX1230 reference receiver (or base station) and a 
mobile receiver (or SmartRover). The base station antenna was mounted 
over the main survey point, a 350mm Perma-Mark ground marker with an 
anchored spike located east of the expedition base. The base station was set 
up to log static data every 15 seconds for nine hours. This data was then 
‘post-processed’ with satellite positional data (RINEX data) from a fixed, IGS 
satellite tracking station 173.88km away in Zelenchukskya, Russia. The 
distance between Zelenchukskya and the base station in Nokalakevi meant 
that the latter was required to collect its own positional data for at least six 
hours in order to provide sufficient data for correction. Once the Nokalakevi 
base station observations were post-processed in Leica GeoOffice, using the 
RINEX data from Zelenchukskya, it was possible to refine its exact global 
position in WGS84 UTM Zone 38N coordinates.  

During the survey, the base station was always remounted precisely over the 
main survey marker, with its known co-ordinates, and the SmartRover used to 
collect survey data. The base station is located on a known point. The base 
transmits GPS ‘corrections’ via a radio data-link to the rover to enable the 
rover to be positioned very accurately in real-time on a known datum.  Both 
American (GPS) and Russian (GLONASS) satellite networks were utilised, 
ensuring the availability of the largest number of ‘visible’ satellites. This allows 
the maximum contact to be maintained between the SmartRover and 
overhead satellites whilst surveying in difficult terrain that could, on occasion, 
obscure some from view. With good satellite coverage, away from areas of 
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dense tree cover or tall standing remains, it was possible for the rover to 
record points within 10mm accuracy up to 2km from the reference station. 

The authors spent a total of 15 days mapping the 20ha site. The first stage 
was to record in detail all the exposed foundations and standing buildings of 
the lower town, where the later settlement was focused. Where possible, 
measurements were taken on both the interior and exterior faces of the walls, 
enabling a precise plan of the structures to be drawn. With the buildings 
mapped, the focus shifted to the three phases of fortification walls at 
Nokalakevi, much of which are still standing. The survey also included the 
mapping of the walls and towers of the acropolis that sit on the top of the 
ridge some 200m above the lower town. The banks of the Tekhuri River and 
the road into the Caucasus Mountains, which the fortress had been built to 
defend, were also surveyed. Topographic spot heights were also recorded to 
enable the production of a terrain model. 

 

4.2 Processing the data 

A total of 3,145 points were measured during the 15 days of survey. They 
were post-processed in Leica GeoOffice whilst in Nokalakevi and exported 
from there as shapefiles into ArcMap 9.2. These were then plotted to produce 
initial mapping and contour data. Within ArcMap an existing satellite photo 
was georeferenced to the measured points, and this made it possible to add 
additional detail to some areas of the survey where tree cover or standing 
walls had made it impossible to record a point. Usually this consisted of 
completing sections of wall where it had not been possible to follow its full 
length, or of creating points for topographical features – such as the fast side 
of the river where the vertical gorge made access impossible. Further 
sections of wall were added to the plan where surviving fragments indicated 
the likely orientation of a wall that had collapsed down the gorge, in order to 
provide a better understanding of the arrangement of the lower town.  

 

4.3 Discussion of survey results 

The post-processed results of this work showed for the first time the true 
orientation and position of a number of important archaeological finds, 
including the late-Roman water cistern excavated by Professor Lomitashvili in 
the 1990s which had previously proved difficult to map due to its location on a 
steep, heavily overgrown slope. In many respects the original 1980s site plan 
proved to be a largely accurate representation, but with some key 
discrepancies, particularly in regard to the orientation of sections of wall within 
the upper town. It was also noted that heights in the original survey were 
approximately 20m too low, and this was perhaps an error relating to the 
backsight used at the time and was, therefore, an external error.  
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The GPS survey undertaken in 2009 is valuable for a number of reasons, 
beyond that of checking the accuracy of the original site plan. First and 
foremost it has allowed the current expedition to produce a modern, digital 
plan of the site that is tied into an accurate global position. The flexibility of 
this digital resource will enable future survey work to be added to the data 
available, as new remains are revealed, and even enable far broader 
landscape analysis to be undertaken. This work could extend beyond the site 
and its hinterland, incorporating other archaeological sites in the region. 
Furthermore, in addition to the main survey marker (BASE 1), 50mm survey 
point nails were placed along the tarmac surface of the old road that runs 
through the lower town. The locations of these survey stations were recorded 
with the GPS so that in the future they could be used to orientate a Total 
Station and give it a global position, thus enabling accurate survey work in the 
future to occur anywhere within the considerable complex of archaeological 
remains.  

Further benefits of the survey relate to the ability to provide detailed maps 
and images to enable visitors to the site, or even those who have not yet 
visited it, to accurately understand its topographic location, and the way in 
which it dominates and controls aspects of the landscape. Traditional 
reconstructions allow key events in the history of the site or particular views to 
be visually rendered, while also providing some interpretation of the form and 
function of structures that have been excavated archaeologically. The three 
dimensional models (Figure 2 and 3) enable a different kind of visualisation – 
one which strips the terrain of vegetation, allowing the viewer to understand 
the true nature of the underlying topography, and the ways in which the site 
might have developed and grown. This kind of modelling work provides a 
flexible, digital data set that can be manipulated and developed to provide a 
tool for analysis, interpretation and presentation of the site. Of course, the 
inherent value of both forms of reconstruction is that they recognise that the 
site operates in three dimensions – a reality not so easily expressed through 
a two dimensional plan.  
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Figure 2: 3D Model of Nokalakevi seen from the south (Everill and 
Marter Forthcoming). 

 

Figure 3: 3D Model of Nokalakevi seen from the northeast (Everill and 
Marter Forthcoming).  

 

4.4 Conclusion 

The survey of the standing remains and topography of Nokalakevi has 
allowed, for the first time, the entire 20ha site to be mapped to within 20mm, 
and given an accurate global position. Employing modern RTK GPS 
technology this work was undertaken in only 15 person days – a feat 
unimaginable only a few years ago. Although there were some areas where 
problems with accessibility, tree cover, or standing walls meant that it was not 
possible to take readings, the ability to georeference existing satellite imagery 
into ArcGIS allowed many of those areas to be added accurately afterwards. 
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It is envisaged that the plan that was produced will form the basis of future 
survey work at the site for many years to come. 

The digital nature of the data means that this survey provides a foundation for 
other methods of visualising the site within its landscape context. Future 
surveys of related sites, such as other late Roman forts, watch towers and 
beacons in the region, could be added to the database in order to provide 
viewshed analyses, which could test theories of intervisibility. With such 
accurate data it may also be possible to use computer gaming engines to 
produce highly detailed walkthrough models of the site, allowing visitors to 
learn more about the walls and buildings that in some places survive only as 
foundations exposed by excavation. The implications for the production of 
educational resources are immense, and it is hoped that the survey of 2009 is 
merely the first step of what promises to be an exciting new phase in the 
study of Nokalakevi-Archaeopolis. 
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5.0 EXCAVATION RESULTS 

5.1 Trench A  

 

Figure 4: Location of Trench A from the 2009 RTK GPS survey (Everill and 
Marter Forthcoming) 

5.1.1 The results of this season’s fieldwork in Trench A have been presented 
below. Thirteen context numbers were taken out for this trench this year, 
although the first three (254-256) represent contexts for a grave which was 
revealed at the end of last season, but which had not yet been excavated.  
5.1.4 Table 2 (5.1.4) presents a summary of these contexts which have 
been described in more detail in 4.2.  

5.1.2 It should be noted that while only 13 context numbers were issued this 
season, some contexts that had previously been assigned numbers (e.g. thick 
cultural layers across the trench) were still ongoing. It is important, therefore, 
to cross-reference finds information with that contained within previous 
reports for those contexts. 

5.1.3 The finds from Trench A have been quantified in 5.1.4 Table 2 and a list 

of this year’s small finds can be seen in Table 4 in the Appendix.    

5.1.4 Table 2: Recorded contexts from NOK 09/A 

Context Type Description Dimensions/ 
Details 

 

Max. 
Depth/ 
Thick. 

Max.  
Height/ 
Level 
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254 Fill Inhumation fill within [256] - 300mm - 
255 Skeleton Skeleton in [256] Female (c.35-45yrs) - -3.61 

(Skull) 
256 Cut Grave cut containing sk.255 2.5m E-W x 0.8m N-S ? -3.61 
257 - Cleaning Layer for  

unstratified finds 
- - - 

258 Deposit Clayey-silt underlying  
Structure 1 (187) 

- 300mm -3.75 

259 Deposit Clayey-silt underlying  
Structure 2 (212) 

- 300mm -3.75 

260 Fill Inhumation fill within [262] - 300mm - 
261 Skeleton Skeleton in [262] Male (50+yrs) - -3.79 

(Sacrum) 
262 Cut Grave Cut containing sk.261  ? -3.79 
263 Skeleton Animal Skeleton  -  
264 Fill Inhumation fill within [266]  300mm - 
265 Skeleton Skeleton in [266] Male?? -  
266 Cut Grave Cut containing sk.265 0.8m N-S x 0.7m E-W  ?  

 

5.2 Trench A: Context Summary 

5.2.1 Trench A: Layers and Deposits  

 The majority of excavation this year was concentrated on the northern half of 
the trench. Changes to the relief over time, largely as a result of colluvial 
activity, has made it occasionally difficult to identify same-phase occupation 
levels within the trench. It was necessary this year to ensure that this higher 
northern part was brought into the same phase/level as the southern part of 
the trench. Excavation continued of the thick layers 217 and 235, first 
uncovered in 2007 and 2008 respectively.. Several small finds were 
recovered from layer 235 this year: 3 Cu alloy point/pin fragments (no.’s 2-4), 
2 worked flint tools (no.’s 5 and 17) and a flint arrowhead (no. 20) and a loom 
weight/spindle (no. 19) (see Error! Reference source not found. in Appendix I).  

 Layer 257 was a context taken at the beginning of the season for the purpose 
of identifying unstratified finds revealed during the initial cleaning of the 
trench. It was necessary to use this number to identify and distinguish any 
residual/intrusive finds uncovered during the cleaning process since the 
trench had been open for a year and spoil had been partially backfilled to 
secure the plastic sheet covering the trench. 

 Work began at the beginning of the season with the removal of structural 
foundation stones, which were becoming loose as a result of continuous 
excavation into deeper layers around them. Whilst some of the removed 
stones were unstructured, the majority were from the two north-south aligned 
walls of Structures 1 and 2 (contexts 187 and 212 from the 2007 register). For 
the purposes of finds differentiation and due to the variations between the soil 
underlying each wall, contexts 258 (under 187) and 259 (under 212) were 
assigned. Context 258 comprised dark brownish grey loose clayey-silt with 
occasional small daub and charcoal flecks and context 259 was mid greyish 
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brown loose clayey-silt with frequent daub flecks and occasional charcoal 
flecking.   

 This season also saw a continuation of work on 216, a compacted layer with 
frequent daub and charcoal fragments which was uncovered in 2007. This 
layer was reduced and followed to the north to reveal two large pieces of 
daub and a concentration of charcoal. 

 217 was a context excavated during the 2007 season which was described as 
a possible yard surface located west of Structure 1.  

 232 was a context revealed in 2007 which was described as a rubble layer 
underlying 217.   

5.2.2 Trench A: Burials  

 This section contains information on the graves uncovered this season as 
they were assessed in the field. Descriptions of the grave type, cut, backfill, 
orientation and grave goods (see also section 6.0) can be found within this 
section, whereas details of the skeletons and also faunal remains can be 
found in the separate Osteological Assessment (Neil 2009).  

 Cut 256 (containing human skeleton 255) was aligned east-west and located 
in the northern part of the trench immediately south of wall segment 242. The 
roughly rectangular cut, measuring 2.5m E-W and 0.8m N-S with a depth of 
c.0.25m, was delineated by several stones and had a fairly flat base. This 
inhumation burial contained the remains of an old middle adult female aged 
approximately thirty-six to forty-three years old. The individual’s head was 
located at the east while the feet were at the west. The skeleton was in a 
flexed position on the left side with the head tilted back and facing southeast. 
Although the majority of the skeleton was present within the grave, the bone 
condition was poor and friable during excavation, which made the lifting of the 
skeleton difficult. Evidence to suggest some bone movement within the grave 
was present as parts of the skeleton seemed fairly jumbled. The backfill 254 
covering the skeleton comprised dark brown silty clay with some lighter 
mottling. Occasional small rounded daub pieces, occasional chalk flecks and 
moderate sub-rounded and angular stone inclusions were present within the 
fill. Soil samples were taken from the fill, from various areas around the 
skeleton and from the vicinity of associated small finds for palynological and 
palaeobotanical analysis. Several small finds/grave goods were also present 
within the grave: a pot vessel (no. 9) next to the skull, several coloured glass 
beads (no. 8) from around the neck area, two Cu alloy earrings (no. 16), two 
Cu alloy bracelets (no.’s 12 and 13) and a small Cu alloy fragment of 
unknown function (no. 11). It is also likely that the almost complete pot vessel 
(small find no.4 from the 2008 register) found last season was placed into the 
western end of this grave, perhaps after the initial backfill given its height 
above the skeleton. 
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 Cut 262 (containing human skeleton 261 and a partially articulated animal 
skeleton 263) was aligned east-west and located in the northern part of the 
trench a little south of the burial for 255. The roughly rectangular cut, 
measuring 1.7m E-W and 0.6m N-S with a depth of c.0.3m, had a fairly flat 
base with no grave outline or clear delineation. This inhumation burial 
contained the remains of an adult male individual no younger than a young 
middle adult (twenty-six to thirty-five years old). The individual’s head was 
located at the east while the feet where at the west. The skeleton was in a 
semi-supine position (back and arms flat to the base of the grave) with the 
legs flexed at the pelvis and the knee towards the midline. The right arm was 
extended alongside the right part of the trunk and the left arm was flexed with 
the hand lying over the right humerus. A partially articulated, (as yet 
unspeciated) small animal skeleton 263 was located in the northeast corner of 
this grave cut. Whether this animal was purposely placed into the same grave 
cut or whether it was in fact buried in a separate cut alongside the human 
burial is difficult to confirm due to the poor definition of 262. However, the 
close proximity of the animal remains to the human burial and the fact that 
animal skeletons are seldom in such complete form within this trench, 
suggests that they are probably associated. The backfill 260 covering both 
skeletons comprised dark brown silty clay with some lighter mottling. 
Occasional small rounded daub pieces, occasional chalk flecks and moderate 
sub-rounded and angular stone inclusions were present within the fill. Soil 
samples were taken from the fill, from various areas around the skeleton and 
from the vicinity of associated small finds for palynological and 
palaeobotanical analysis. Several small finds/grave goods were also present 
within the grave: a pot vessel (no. 14), several blue paste beads (no. 7) from 
around the neck area and next to the left humerus, two Cu alloy earrings (no. 
15), two Cu alloy bracelets (no. 10) 

Cut 266 (containing human skeleton 265) was aligned north-south and 
located along the western half of the northern baulk. This grave extended 
beyond the limits of the trench into the northern baulk revealing only the 
lower, southern half of the grave within the trench. The individual’s head was 
at the northern end while the feet were to the south. The skeleton was 
revealed from the waist down with part of the arms also visible. The roughly 
square cut (all that was visible given the extent of the trench), measuring 
0.8m N-S and 0.7m E-W with an approximate depth of 0.3m, was delineated 
by several stones and had a fairly flat base. This inhumation burial contained 
the remains of an individual of unknown sex or age range at this time. The 
backfill 264 covering the skeleton comprised dark brown silty-clay with some 
lighter mottling. Occasional small rounded daub pieces, occasional chalk 
flecks and moderate sub-rounded and angular stone inclusions were present 
within the fill. Soil samples were taken from the fill, from various areas around 
the skeleton and from the vicinity of associated small finds for palynological 
and palaeobotanical analysis. No small finds/grave goods were revealed in 
the southern part of this grave and since the northern extent was not 
uncovered, the potential for other finds is not known.  
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5.2.3 Trench A: Walls and Structures  

As previously mentioned, any loose foundation stones were removed at the 
beginning of the season. After the removal of these loose stones, lines of 
more robust, deeper foundation stones were still present in the form of the 
walls that made up the structures. In some ways the removal of these less 
significant, fallen stones made the structures a little clearer and in other ways 
this process unfortunately made our understanding of the structures more 
complex.  At this time the function of the structures is still unknown and is 
under continuous debate. It is considered most likely that these structures 
relate to an early Hellenistic period of occupation within the lower town, and 
that for some reason land-use in this area changed from one of occupation to 
burial later in the Hellenistic period. It seems likely that it was also at this point 
that the occupational focus shifted to the top of the adjoining hill, perhaps 
indicating that this move was for defensive reasons. 
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5.3 Trench B  

 

Figure 5: Location of Trench B from the RTK GPS survey results (Everill and 
Marter Forthcoming) 

 

5.3.1 The results of this season’s fieldwork in Trench B have been presented 
below. 21 context numbers were taken out for this trench this year. 5.3.2
 Table 3 (5.3.2) presents a summary of these contexts which have 
been described in more detail in 5.4. 

5.3.2 Table 3: Recorded contexts from NOK 09/B 

Context Type Description Dimensions/ 
Details 

 

Max. 
Depth/ 
Thick. 

Max. 
Height/ 
Level 

398 Deposit Cleaning layer for unstratified 
finds 

- - - 

399 Cut Grave cut containing long bones 
in (400) 

200mm x 200m 120mm - 

400 Fill Fill within [399] 200mm x 200m 120mm -3.85 
401 Deposit Layer beneath daub layer (340) Not fully excavated  - 
402 Fill Inhumation fill within [403] 1200mm x 700mm 200mm - 
403 Skeleton Northern skeleton in [403] - - -4.04 

Sacrum 
404 Cut Grave cut for sk.’s. 403 & 406 

Double burial 
1200mm x 700mm 200mm - 

405 VOID         VOID - - - 
406 Skeleton Southern skeleton in [403] - - -4.11 
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Sacrum 
407 Fill Inhumation fill within [409] 1050mm x 360mm 120mm - 
408 Skeleton Skeleton in [409]   -4.18 

Sacrum 
409 Cut Grave cut for sk.408 1050mm x 360mm 120mm - 
410 Fill Inhumation fill within  [412] 1600mm x 500mm 300mm - 
411 Skeleton Skeleton in [412] - - -4.05 

Sacrum 
412 Cut Grave cut for sk.411 1600mm x 500mm 300mm - 
413 Layer Rubble spread in north Not excavated   
414 Fill Inhumation fill within [416] Not excavated   
415 Skeleton Skeleton in [416] Not excavated   
416 Cut Grave cut for sk.415 Not excavated   
417 Fill Inhumation fill within [419] Not excavated   
418 Skeleton Skeleton in [419] Not excavated   
419 Cut Grave cut for sk.418 Not excavated   

 

5.4 Trench B: Context Summary 

5.4.1  Trench B: Layers and Deposits 

 Layer numbers 303 and 340 were assigned in previous seasons. Layer 303 
describes the mixed cemetery soil in the portion of Trench B south of the 
cemetery wall. The layer number 340 was assigned to a daub rich deposit 
identified in 2005. Both 303 and 340 were described in previous seasons; on 
excavation, 340 was found to be shallow (circa 20-30mm deep) and consisted 
of a fine silty clay with very frequent sub angular daub or fired clay, some 
fragments of which were large in diameter (circa 100mm). These larger 
fragments were chiefly concentrated in the north-western extent of the 
context. A 10% sample of this fired material was collected and weighed, the 
sample weight being 13kg. Context 340 formed a rough ‘L’ shape in the north 
of the excavation area with an apparent island of 303 between it and the 
baulk. A concentration of animal bone in the south-eastern extent of 303 was 
noted. 

Layer 398 was a context taken at the beginning of the season for the purpose 
of identifying unstratified finds revealed during the initial cleaning of the 
trench. It was necessary to use this number to identify and distinguish any 
residual/ intrusive finds uncovered during the cleaning process since the 
trench had been open for four years and spoil had been partially backfilled to 
secure the plastic sheet covering the trench. 

Context 401 was assigned to the deposit immediately below context 340. This 
number was assigned for the purposes of finds differentiation and to 
accommodate the possibility that the daub rich deposit represented the 
remnants of a disturbed layer that may have once covered the excavation 
area. Context 401 consisted of dark brown grey fine clay silt with frequent 
limestone fragments and daub flecks and large sub angular limestone blocks. 
This layer superficially resembled the cemetery deposit 303. 
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Layer 413 was assigned a number in 2009 but was not described as it 
remained unexcavated. The context number was assigned to a limestone 
rubble spread uncovered at the close of the 2009 season. This spread 
appeared to be confined to the north-eastern part of the excavation area and 
extended south as far as the grave cut 411 (see below). This layer contained 
a high percentage of limestone rubble, which was very dense and compact in 
its north-western extent suggesting that it may be the remains of a surface of 
some kind. 

5.4.2 Trench B: Burials 

Cut 396 contained a burial previously identified in 2005. On excavation the 
skeleton (395) was found to be orientated east-west with the head in the 
west. The individual appeared to be a juvenile or sub-adult with its arms 
folded across its chest. The jaw had become detached and was lying inverted 
on the chest. The grave cut (396) continued under the eastern baulk and 
appeared ovoid in plan and 0.4m wide by 0.10m deep. The grave cut 
appeared to be lined by three limestone blocks in the south and one in the 
north which was positioned under or just beside the individual’s left elbow. 
The fill 394 consisted of a mid grey brown fine clay silt with rare daub 
fragments and common limestone fragments and frequent limestone flecks. It 
was noted that 394 was extremely similar to 303. 

Cut 399 was assigned to a discreet burial consisting of a group of apparently 
human long bones discovered close to the northern baulk within the island of 
303 contained by 340. The cut of the shallow pit was ovoid in plan and 
appeared to be orientated east-west with steep side and a flat base. A 
possible lining of limestone was noted. The fill 400 was made up of dark 
brown grey fine clay silt with daub and limestone fleck. As noted above 
angular limestone blocks of approximately 80mm were noted towards the 
base of the fill. The fill was distinct from the cemetery deposit surrounding it 
(303) by noticeably fewer daub inclusions. This apparent reburial episode was 
located physically above the double burial 404 (see below) and may be 
associated.  

Cut number 404 was assigned to an apparent double burial located physically 
below the reburial episode 399 described above. This consisted of an 
inhumation of two individuals, 403 and 406 both of which were buried on an 
east-west orientation with the heads to the west. Skeleton 403 was the 
southern most of the two individuals and was very disturbed with most of the 
left side and almost the entire lower portion of the individual missing. The 
similarity in orientation between this individual and 406 suggests that they 
may have been interred together with 403 slightly deeper in the cut and that 
both were disturbed by later activity. It should be noted however that the 
possibility remains that 403 is the earlier of the two burials and that there 
were successive phases of later disturbance. Skeleton 406 was located 
higher up in the grave cut and was more complete than 403 although signs of 
disturbance were still present. The remains of this individual were partially 
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truncated by the northern baulk and the left side of the pelvis along with the 
lower portion of the right leg were missing. A Cu alloy earring was found close 
to the left side of the skull and recorded as small find number 3. Both 403 and 
406 appeared to be juvenile or sub-adult individuals of similar ages. The 
grave cut for these burials (404) continued under the northern baulk and it 
was difficult to delineate with any certainty due to the similarity between the 
grave fill 407 and the surrounding cemetery soil. It appeared to be ovoid in 
plan and 1.2m wide at its maximum and 0.2m deep with a length of 0.7m. The 
fill of the burial, 407, was dark brown grey fine clay silt with inclusions of small 
sub-angular limestone fragments and rare weathered pottery sherds. The 
presence of disarticulated human and animal bone was also noted. This 
context was very similar to the surrounding cemetery soil, as noted above, 
and was differentiated from this only in compaction, with the fill being slightly 
looser than the surrounding soil. 

Cut number 409 was assigned to a burial uncovered adjacent to, and 
truncated by, the southern baulk. This contained skeleton 408 buried on an 
east-west alignment with the head to the west. Much of the right side of the 
individual was recovered from within the baulk and the skeleton appeared to 
be almost complete and of another juvenile or sub-adult of similar stature to 
406. A Cu alloy pendant or drop earring was recovered from the right side of 
the rib cage. As noted above the cut 409 was truncated in the south by the 
baulk but had a sub ovoid shape with moderately sloping sides and flat base. 
It was 1.05m long, 0.36m wide and 0.12m deep as seen and was on an east-
west alignment. The grave fill 407 consisted of loose dark brown grey fine 
clay silt with daub and limestone inclusions alongside rare, abraded pottery 
sherds.  

Cut number 412 was given to an adult inhumation discovered in the middle of 
the trench. The skeleton 411 was aligned east-west with the head in the west. 
The skeleton was in good preservation and had both arms folded across its 
chest. The feet were found resting on the lower leg bones and had probably 
fallen back during decomposition. This combined with the appearance that 
the skeleton was lying hard up against the grave cut suggests that the grave 
itself was slightly too small for the individual. The cut 412 was fully revealed in 
plan and was sub-rectangular in shape with although the cut was difficult to 
establish with certainty in the north. The cut measured 1.6m long by 0.5m 
wide by 0.3m deep. The fill 410 was a loose dark grey brown fine clay silt with 
small daub and limestone inclusions alongside weathered pottery and 
disarticulated bone. It should be noted that both skeleton 408 and 411 were 
disturbed during excavation due to heavy rainfall. 

Two further burials were revealed at the close of the 2009 season and were 
given the cut numbers 416 and 419, 416 being the northernmost of the two. 
These were located in the west of the excavation area close to 412. These 
inhumations were not excavated and will be described in a subsequent report. 
The position of these two burials was marked by stone cairns to ease location 
in future seasons. 
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6.0 DISCUSSION  

6.1 Trench A: General Discussion of Results 

6.1.1 Layers and Deposits 

The layers in which excavation was carried out this season have been a 
continuation of thick contexts (217 and 235) from previous seasons. The 
nature of these layers is as yet, still unclear, although the abundance of 
burials within context 235 strongly indicates that the deposit is a mixed 
cemetery soil.  

This season saw an increase in the quantities of worked flint uncovered within 
Trench A. The presence of this flint and how it came to be within these layers 
(e.g. whether it is residual or derived from colluvial deposits) is extremely 
interesting and may indicate the survival of significant prehistoric remains.  

The presence of the cobbled surfaces in the northwest corner and towards 
the south of the trench is interesting, although their function is not yet clear. 
These areas were further cleaned this year and any previously recorded, 
looser cobbles were removed. It is hoped that further excavation in 2010 will 
shed light on the reason for these stones in these areas.  

6.1.2 Burials 

The grave cuts for the many burials revealed within layer 235 have been 
inconspicuous as in previous seasons largely due to the similar backfill to the 
graves’ surrounding context. As a result, it has been difficult to confirm with 
confidence whether these burials are cut into the top of this deposit or 
whether in fact, they are cut through this deposit from the overlying layer 211. 
Sampling to determine micromorphological processes will provide resolution 
on provenance and movement pending rare earth elemental analysis. 
Radiocarbon dating and stable light isotope analyses will further refine the 
datasets in reconstructing phasing and personal provenance respectively. To 
establish this would greatly improve our dating and understanding of the 
relationship between the structures and burials. Furthermore, these 
techniques have potential value in reconstructing past symbolic and economic 
categories (concerning animal husbandry, mortuary behaviour, status and 
human relations with the natural world).     

The placement of the dead in a flexed position in the Black Sea region is a 
widely recognised phenomenon, if not hotly debated as an indicator of cultural 
affiliation. As a typical practice in Greece prior to the 5th century BC the rite 
subsequently died out to be replaced with an extended inhumation (Vickers & 
Kakhidze 2004); however, the flexed inhumation is commonly seen from the 
5th century BC onwards throughout the Pontic region (Petersen, 2004). 
Whether this is a direct Milesian influence or a result of a more rhizomatous 
interaction with the local population is an area that needs further research.   
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Initial understanding of cultural phasing can be seen from examples of other 
sites in the region; excavations at Pichvnari see dissolving segregation 
through space and time between Greek settlers and the local Colchian 
population; around the 5th century BC it is seen that there are separate Greek 
and Colchian burial grounds, distinct in the practice of inhumation (located 
west and north respectively). Two hundred years later a culturally integrated 
cemetery emerges to the south of these areas.  

The results of the 1974 to 1979 Archaeopolis excavations determined that the 
site was continuously populated throughout the Hellenistic period. Burials 
dated to the end 4th to the middle 3rd century BC were placed directly into the 
ground in a strongly flexed position; from the middle 3rd to the 2nd century B.C. 
burials were also placed in a strongly flexed position but within ceramic 
vessels. From the end of the 2nd to the 1st century B.C. burials were again 
placed directly into the ground but this time in a more relaxed flexure. 
Analogies of these burial rites can be seen throughout west and east Georgia 
and is a testament to the idea that Colchis was a unified ethnic and cultural 
population during the Hellenistic era, (supported at the time by craniometric 
studies carried out on the human remains) (Gvincize 1988).   

The alignment of stones as well as the presence of large pottery fragments 
and vessels in context 217 (directly south of the cobbled area 232) 
demonstrated potential for further burials in this area of the trench.   

 

6.1.3 Walls and Structures 

Excavation in Trench A over the last few years has made it possible to 
formulate ideas as to the nature of the Hellenistic period structures and their 
building materials. There is still little evidence of tile of this date within Trench 
A, with the exception of a single whole tile covering cremation burial [248] 
and the tile fragments uncovered within deposit 211, which was thought to 
pre-date the use of the building (Everill 2007). This supports the theory that 
the Hellenistic buildings in this area were of a clay and timber construction 
and probably had a more lightweight roof, perhaps of thatch. 

Unfortunately, the function of the structures is still not clear and each season 
we endeavour to find evidence which may better our understanding of the 
purpose of these buildings.  

6.1.4 Overall Conclusions for Trench A 

 The broad aims and objectives for Trench A, as outlined in last year’s report 
(Grant and Everill 2008) and summarised in Section 1.4, were addressed as 
follows:  

 The northern extent of the trench was reduced and the trench is now 
level and in phase. 
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 The areas around each structure were reduced and cleaned so that 
any continuations of the existing structures could be identified.  

 Any loose stones which had been previously exposed and recorded 
were carefully removed. 

 The partially revealed burial 256 in 2008 was fully excavated and 
recorded during this season.  

 Further burials of Hellenistic date were uncovered and recorded 
accordingly.  

 The position of burial 256 directly south of wall segment 242, suggests 
that there is a relationship between the structures and the burials in 
that one certainly seemed to respect the other.  

In this respect the excavations in Trench A this season can be seen to have 
fulfilled the aims and objectives set out at the end of the 2008 season. 
Unfortunately, bad weather caused the premature end of the digging season, 
which meant that a few days were lost. It is hoped that any loss as a result of 
bad weather this year may be compensated for next year.  

6.2 Trench A: Proposed Aims and Objectives for 2010 

 To clean layer 217 in the northwest corner of the trench to the 
immediate south of 232 in order to clarify whether further burials are in 
fact present. 

 To continue excavation around the cobbled area in the southern part 
of the trench in an attempt to clarify its function and to ascertain 
whether it is a continuation of 232 or is in fact isolated.  

 To ensure that any incomplete records as a result of the bad weather 
and premature finish of this year’s digging season are brought up to 
date.  

 To further explore the relationship between the structures and 
surrounding burials. 

 To provide improved covering over the Byzantine cobbled pathway 
that is present along the southern extent of the trench. This feature 
was revealed and recorded in 2006/2007, but is to remain preserved 
in situ and as a result, it will be necessary to discuss an improved 
procedure for ensuring the feature is effectively preserved throughout 
future excavations.  

6.3 Trench B: General Discussion of Results 

6.3.1 Layers and Deposits 
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The removal of the daub rich layer 340 revealed the rubble layer 413 sitting 
immediately below 401 in the north of Trench B. It is possible the base of the 
cemetery activity has been reached in this area as no further burials were 
detected here and the layer appeared to be relatively homogenous in nature. 
There appeared to be a clear demarcation between 413 and 401 with the 
latter context limited to the southern and western areas of the trench. If 413 
does indeed signal the base of the cemetery activity or if it is merely a 
colluvial deposit capping more burial will only be revealed through further 
excavation. The deposit 401 still heavily resembles the cemetery soil 
described as 303 and may contain more burials alongside those noted at 416 
and 419.  

6.3.2 Burials 

Of the five skeletons excavated during the 2009 season only 411 appeared to 
be of an adult. All were aligned east-west and supine. All the juvenile burials 
were either incompletely excavated because of their continuation under the 
baulk or they had been disturbed by cemetery activity. The double burial of 
skeletons 403 and 406 was associated with the reburial episode in cut 399 
and it may be that bones from one or both of these individuals were reburied 
in a small pit after being disturbed by later activity. It is interesting to note that 
there were items of jewellery associated with two of the burials (403 and 408) 
suggesting that they may have been buried with these items.   

 

6.4 Trench B: Proposed Aims and Objectives for 2010 

 Remove the burials 416 and 419 and remove the deposit 401 to determine 
whether it caps a continuation of the rubble layer, 413. 

 To continue the sondage through the cemetery layers whilst maintaining the 
baulks supporting the walls. This to be done with a view to reaching early 
cultural layers and enabling the unstable southern portion of trench B to be 
backfilled. 

 

6.5 General Aims and Objectives for 2010 

6.5.1 Since 2010 will be the 10th anniversary of excavations carried out by the 
Anglo-Georgian Expedition to Nokalakevi , plans to undertake a synthesis 
publication of the Expedition’s work at the site so far are underway.   
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APPENDIX 

Table 4: Trench A: Small Finds Register 

Small 
Find 
No. 

Context 
No. 

Description Trench 
Coordinates 

 

Level 

1 259 Ceramic loom weight/spindle 104.66, 204.10 -3.71 
2 235 Cu alloy point 103.10, 207.35 -3.75 
3 235 Cu alloy fragment 103.23, 207.39 -3.72 
4 235 Cu alloy pin (N. Edge) 101.95, 212.84 -3.47 
5 235 Arrowhead?/Flint tool N. of trench 100.78, 211.50 -3.55 
6 260 Cu alloy bracelet x2, L. wrist of skeleton (261) 100.85, 208.15 -3.79 
7 260 Blue past beads from lateral side of (261) 100.60, 207.80 -3.83 
8 254 Mixed beads from neck of (255) 101.25, 209.75 -3.72 
9 254 Pot at S. of head of (255) 101.25, 209.75 -3.70 
10 260 Cu alloy bracelet, R. wrist of (261) 100.40, 208.20 -3.78 
11 254 Cu alloy by left femur (255) 101.65, 209.80 -3.75 
12 254 Cu alloy? bracelet (255) with Fe 101.07, 209.75 -3.73 
13 254 Cu alloy? bracelet (255) by soil sample 9 101.15, 209.75 -3.70 
14 260 Pot by left tibia (261) 99.80. 208.25 -3.81 
15 260 Earrings? Cu alloy (261) 100.06, 207.95 -3.80 
16 254 Cu alloy earrings (255) 101.25, 209.85 -3.73 
17 235 Worked flint tool 101.75, 210.00 -3.61 
18 232 Cu alloy, flat piece 97.45, 211.55 -3.59 
19 235 Spindle  101.90, 211.75 -3.59 
20 232 Flint arrowhead 96.00, 212.65 -3.63 
21 217   Jewellery stone   97.56, 205.13 -3.74 

 

Table 5: Trench B: Small Finds Register 

Small 
Find 
No. 

Context 
No. 

Description Trench 
Coordinates 

 

Level 

1 303 Cu alloy bead  103.58, 204.52 -3.76 
2 401 Neolithic polished hand-axe 101.12, 202.23 -3.73 
3 402 Bronze earring from left side of skull (406)   
4 340 Inscribed potsherd   
5 470 Bronze earring from right of skull (408)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6: Quantification of the Pottery from NOK 09/A 

Context 
No. 

Quantity of 
fragments 

Weight 
(grams) 
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216 59 776 
217 51 1682 
232 43 982 
235 2419 48811 
254 122 1268 
255 10 127 
257 239 4955 
258 186 2274 
259 291 3670 
260 21 289 
264 7 28 

Total 3448 64859 
 

 

 

 



SITE: NOKALAKEVI, GEORGIA  2009 
 
 
INTERIM REPORT ON THE POTTERY FROM THE 2009 SEASON 
 
By Jane Timby 
 
Introduction 
 
The following interim report summarises the ceramic work undertaken in the field for 10 
days in July 2009. In total the 2009 season recovered in the region of 3881 sherds 
weighing 69 kg from Site A and 1016 sherds weighing 26.9 kg from Site B. Most of the 
assemblage was rapidly scanned, sorted and recorded in tandem with the excavation and 
conservation work and a selection of featured sherds drawn (Figs 1-4). The work built on 
the fabric and recording system established in 2007. Some of the pottery recovered from 
the burials on Site A had been removed from the site prior to the pottery analysis. 
 
The pottery work carried out to date is very much a rapid learning exercise and may be 
subject to modification as more material is studied. Part of the work involved teaching 
both Georgian and British students basic ceramic processing and recording along with 
pottery drawing. The students under supervision did much of the recording and data input 
for the 2009 assemblage. 
 
In addition to the pottery recording work, a search of the immediate area outside the 
settlement located some potential potting clay exposed on the side of a small stream. 
 
Methodology 
 
The assemblage was studied stratigraphically as work proceeded starting with the 
uppermost layers, which also comprised the largest group of material. The pottery from 
each recorded context was sorted into fabric groups based on the nature of the 
constituents of the clays taking into account the types of inclusions, their size and 
frequency. Fabric codes are used to designate different fabrics. An alpha-numeric system 
has been used where letters have been used to indicate the major inclusion(s) present 
followed by a unique Arabic number, thus LI = limestone; CA = calcite; SA = sand; PY = 
pyroxene and associated inclusions; FL = flint, FE = iron oxides; MU = mudstone / 
argillaceous inclusions; GR = mixed grit and G = grog. A common name is sometimes 
used to define certain fabrics, for example Sinopean mortaria, Colchian amphorae etc. 
Attributes relevant to the definition of a fabric include colour, firing, hardness, feel and 
texture and inclusions. In addition to their identification the inclusions are defined by 
their frequency, shape and size. Frequency is defined by rare (less than 3%), sparse (5-
7%), moderate (10-15%), common (20-25%), very common (30-40%) and abundant (40-
50%). Size ranges commonly used are very fine (up to 0.1 mm); fine (0.1-0.25 mm), 
medium (0.25-0.5 mm), coarse (0.5-1.0 mm) and very coarse (larger than 1.00 mm). 
Once sorted into fabric groups and assigned a code, the sherds from each context were 
counted and weighed and the details filled in on a pottery-recording sheet. Rim sherds 
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were separated out and measured for diameter and the percentage of rim present 
(estimated vessel equivalent (EVE)) using a chart. The rims were coded to form, for 
example, jar/ cooking pot, pithos with sub-division for details of shape. This area of work 
requires modification and updating as a greater understanding of the repertoire of vessels 
is gained, particularly when dealing with small fragments. A range of the defined types 
were drawn along with other diagnostic pieces such as handles and bases. 
  
The data from the pottery recording sheets was entered into an MS Excel spreadsheet. A 
quantified summary of this can be found in Tables 1-2. 
 
Fabrics and forms 
 
Full description of the fabrics is in preparation. Tables 1-2 summarise the fabrics 
identified during the 2009 season from Sites A and B respectively. As with previous 
years, imported fine wares and amphorae continue to be rare. Highlights of this season’s 
work include a sherd with part of an inscription (Fig. 3.76); a large vessel with part of an 
incised animal (Fig. 4.98); a ceramic wheel from a model wagon (Fig. 2.54); and the 
remains of several goblets, mainly from surviving pedestal bases (Fig. 2.46-7). 
 
As with the 2007-8 assemblages, local coarse wares dominate, in particular the mainly 
oxidised light-mid orange, or pale brown, limestone-tempered fabrics LI1 and LI3. The 
second commonest ware group is the coarser gritty wares. Medieval pottery was 
identified from work in Site B which used similar raw materials to the Hellenistic 
material with limestone-dominated fabrics. 
 
In addition to a similar range of vessel types to those defined in 2008, mainly jars, pithoi, 
handled jugs, amphora, goblets and lamps a few new types were noted. In particular a 
vertically-handled cauldron (Fig. 2.60), perforated vessels which may have served as 
cheese presses (Fig. 2.50), a carinated cup (Fig. 2.48) and a local copy of a Greek 
handled bowl (kantharos) (Fig. 2.55).  
 
Site A 
 
Most of the pottery analysed in 2009 was recovered from Site A, some 3881 sherds 
weighing 69139 g. The overall sherds preservation was quite good with an average sherd 
weight of 17.8 g. This is a slight increase on previous years suggesting that the 
fragmentation rate is decreasing with depth of deposits removed. Pottery was recovered 
from 10 defined contexts and one cleaning context (257). Stratigraphically the most 
recent pottery is that from grave cuts 239, 256, 262 and 266. Grave pit 239 produced 96 
sherds amongst which was a cheese press (Fig. 1.5), various jars some with folded over 
rims (Fig. 1.7-11), a lamp (Fig. 1.6) and a small conical base (Fig. 1.12). The assemblage 
was dominated by local limestone-tempered wares. Grave 256 produced a larger 
assemblage of 132 sherds in a more fragmented condition compared to 239 and probably 
largely representing redeposited material. Amongst the sherds were jars (Fig.1.1-2) and a 
lamp (Fig. 1.3). 
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Only a few sherds of pottery were recorded from Graves 262 and 265. The only vessel of 
note is a wide-mouthed jar with impressed decoration from context (260) (Fig. 2. 70). 
 
The graves were cut into horizon (217) which has been extensively sampled from 
previous years. A further 47 sherds (1682 g) can be added to this assemblage. The 
material mainly replicates that from previous years with jars (Fig. 1.14, 18), jugs (Fig. 
1.13), pithoi and dolia (Fig, 1.16-17). Fine wares were rare but did include a shallow dish 
copying a Greek import (Fig. 00.15). 
 
Deposit (258) from below the stones of Structure 1 produced a large assemblage of 186 
sherds the majority of which are local coarsewares in limestone and gritty fabrics and 
with various sized jars and pithoi (Fig. 1. 19, 21-2, 25), a further fragment of a cheese 
press (Fig. 1. 23) and a beaker (Fig. 20). The only imports are two bodysherds from an 
orange, very micaceous, amphora which was probably a Greek import. The fabric 
resembles amphora made at Thasos, and featured sherds from other contexts in the same 
ware support this suggestion. 
 
Further material was also recovered from (216), part of Structure 2 amounting to some 59 
sherds, mainly local wares but with another sherd of Greek amphora, in this instance 
burnt. A considerably larger assemblage was recovered from (259) below the Structure 
which produced some 291 sherds. Although again dominated by the same local 
limestone-based fabrics a few slightly different wares feature in the group, notably 
calcite-tempered and flint-tempered sherds. Further sherds of lamp feature (Fig. 1.30) 
along with a curved wall dish (Fig. 1.29), a decorated beaker (Fig. 1.28) and large jars/ 
pithoi, some of which have decorated rims (Fig. 1.24; 27). 
 
The largest assemblage recovered from the site this season came from (235), a further 
2455 sherds to add to the 2413 sherds recovered from 2008. Not only does the 
assemblage show a greater range of fabric but a number of unusual items of note were 
found. Limestone fabrics (LI1 and LI3) continue to dominate but sandy fabrics make up 
5% by count of the group and there are several calcite-tempered, flint-tempered and 
mixed grit wares. Amphorae make up 1.3% of the group, mainly orange micaceous 
sherds including two rims (Fig. 2.42, 51) of Thasian type vessels which were produced 
from the late 6th –early 5th centuries. A single piece of Greek Attic ware was also present. 
In addition to the usual dominance of jars / pithoi (Fig. 1.26, 31; Fig. 2. 32-4, 43-4) there 
were a few handmade jars with complex tooled line decoration (Fig. 2.35-8), open lamps 
(Fig. 2.39-40) and cheese press fragments (Fig. 2.50). New forms include a shallow 
conical dish (or lid) (Fig. 2.41), a foot from a tripod or similar vessel (Fig. 2. 45), 
pedestalled goblets (Fig. 2. 46-47) a small carinated cup (Fig. 2.48). There is thus an 
increased presence of vessels associated with drinking and the serving of food as opposed 
to cooking and storage. Another rare find was the wheel from a model cart (Fig. 2.54) 
and a fragment of a large decorated pithoi or dolia with part of an incised animal (Fig. 
4.98). 
 
Layer (232) below (235) with 361 sherds continues to show the presence of more sandy 
wares, quite a few coarse gritted wares, Aegean amphora sherds (Fig. 2.61) and a further 
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single piece of imported Attic-type ware (Fig. 2. 65).  Other finewares include the 
handled bowl (Fig. 2.55) in a local fabric but presumably copying a Greek kanthoros.  
Another new vessel form not previously recognised is a cauldron with a vertically-
projecting ‘basket’-type handle (Fig. 2. 60). Further pedestalled bases from goblets occur 
too (Fig. 2. 62-3). A recurrent feature of these handmade vessels is their quite crude 
construction and slightly asymmetrical profile. The vessels are presumably designed to be 
hand held rather than free-standing which raise the question as to whether they were only 
expected to have a very short lifespan, i.e. made for a specific occasion such as a funeral 
feast. Further domestic and storage vessels continue to feature (Fig. 2. 56-9). 
 
Site B 
 
The 2009 work within Site B produced a moderately small assemblage of 1016 sherds. 
Unfortunately none of the pottery from previous work in this site has been analysed so it 
has not been possible to assess how this assemblage fits in with that already removed. 
Pottery was recovered from seven defined contexts and one cleaning horizon with the 
amounts ranging from just three sherds from (400) to 454 sherds from (401).  
 
Stratigraphically the most recent pottery is from reburial (400), grave (402) and grave 
(394) which produced 3, 65 and 21 sherds respectively. This produced very few featured 
sherds and much of it is likely to be redeposited. A new medieval limestone fabric (LI6) 
was defined from material in (402) which also had a sherd of Byzantine amphora. 
 
A further 60 sherds of pottery were recovered from the cemetery soil (303) which 
contained further sherds of Byzantine ridged body amphora (probably Late Roman 1 
forms) although no clear featured sherds were present. Slightly more material, 135 
sherds, was recovered from the daub layer (340) below (303). Some of these sherds were 
quite large fragments but overall the group looked quite mixed with a possible Byzantine 
amphorae sherd mixed with some ?medieval and some Hellenistic sherds (e.g. Fig. 3.74). 
Of particular note was a bodysherd from a closed form with inscribed letters (?Greek) 
made after firing (Fig. 3.76) in a Hellenistic fabric. A fineware Black Sea copy of an 
imported dish was also recovered (Fig. 3.73) and a number of jars (Fig. 3. 72, 75, 77-8). 
A base from a large jar had a tooled lattice inscribed into the base (Fig. 3. 71). 
 
The fill (410) of inhumation [412] produce a small group of 42 sherds amongst which 
was a single sherd of late ribbed amphora and various redeposited coarsewares. The 
lowest excavated level to produce pottery was (401) sealed below the daub layer (340). 
This produced a moderately large assemblage of 454 sherds weighing 12411 g with again 
some quite large sherds but again with apparent mixed chronology. There were a number 
of distinctive jar bases in a limestone fabric with the clear impression of reed matting on 
the bases where the pots had been placed whilst drying before firing. These are probably 
of medieval date. Further odd sherds of Byzantine ribbed amphorae are present and 
various Hellenistic sherds. Many of the vessels illustrated from this deposit cannot be 
paralleled with forms recorded to date from Site A and most were single examples, for 
example, Fig. 3. 82 with finger depressions and Fig. 3.84 with a small looped handle.  
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A further 254 sherds were recorded from Site B recovered from  general cleaning and 
thus essentially unstratified.  A few of these have been illustrated (Fig. 3.85-97) because 
they reflect  new types not previously noted in the past two seasons work. Of note is a 
large ovoid jar (Fig. 3.93), a flagon (Fig. 3.89) and one or more vessels with applied 
divided lugs (Fig. 3.90-1). 
 
Clay sources 
 
The pottery work undertaken to date suggests that a high proportion of the material 
looked at is likely to have been made quite locally to the site. The river adjacent to the 
site cuts through limestone bedrock which could well have supplied much of the 
tempering material found in many of the vessels. Additionally numerous pebbles of 
mixed geology including flint and other more exotic rocks are available from the river 
bed. Clay is a heavy commodity and most pottery production will be located close to a 
clay source and where there is water and plenty of available wood for fuel to fire the 
kilns. Cliff faces and stream and river banks provide useful places to access clay beds 
where these exist and such a deposit of clay has been found within the modern village 
and not far from the ancient settlement. Whether this clay was used by ancient potters has 
yet to be tested. Initial impressions suggest it is a very pure, malleable clay which may 
well crack in firing without the addition of grits to improve the thermal capacity and the 
functional range of the pottery vessels whether they are for cooking, keeping liquids cool 
or other goods dry. Different types of tempering material may be selected depending on 
the anticipated use of the finished pot as these may provide different properties. It is 
hoped that some experimentation can take place to test the potential of the clay for 
making vessels and to construct a primitive clamp or similar kiln to attempt some firing. 
 
 
Conclusions  
 
The work undertaken in 2009 has built on and developed that started in 2007-8. The 
analysis undertaken to date has demonstrated that there is considerable potential in 
characterising the assemblage both through a fabric and form series. The value of 
applying a more rigorous methodology will only become apparent as more material is 
recorded in this way from both Nokalakevi itself and from other sites further away 
allowing intra- and inter-site comparisons. To this end it is important to record the entire 
assemblage from a defined archaeological horizon prior to any disposal of the finds.  
 
 
Catalogue of illustrated sherds 
 
Figure 1:  SITE A 
 
1. Everted rim, wide-mouthed jar. Fabric: L1. Context (254). 
2. Wide-mouthed jar with a triangular rim decorated with comb-impressed latticing. 
Fabric L1. Context (254). 
3. Lamp. Fabric: L3. Context (254).  
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4. Base with a groove around the lower wall. Fabric: L3. Context (239). 
5. Handmade vessel with perforations ? cheese-press. Fabric: L1. Context (239). 
6. Open lamp. Sooted on the interior. Fabric: L1. Context (239). 
7. Wide-mouthed jar with a folded-over rim. Fabric: L3. Context (239). 
8. Wide-mouthed jar with a folded-over rim. Fabric: L3. Context (239). 
9. Wide-mouthed jar with an internally bevelled rim. Fabric: L1. Context (239). 
10. Conical-mouthed jar. Fabric: L1. Context (239). 
11. Wide-mouthed jar. Fabric: L3. Context (239). 
12. Small conical ?base. Burnt. Fabric: L1. Context (239). 
13. Handled jug. Very pale beige fabric with a scatter of black volcanic sand. Fabric: BS. 
Context (217). 
14. Narrow-necked handled jar. Fabric: L1. Context (217). 
15. Shallow dish decorated in the interior with a rouletted ring. Brownish-black worn slip 
on a pale buff fabric with a pinkish core. Fabric: FW5. Context (217). 
16. Thick-walled dolium. Fabric: GR1. Context (217). 
17. Large, conical mouthed pithoi with a finely combed exterior surface. Fabric: GR1. 
Context (217). 
18. Wide-mouthed jar with a folded over rim. Fabric: L3. Context (217). 
19. Everted rim, necked jar. Fabric: L1. Context (258). 
20. Short, everted rim beaker. Fabric: L1. Context (258). 
21. Slightly hooked rim jar, burnished on the interior. Fabric: L3. Context (258). 
22. Conical-mouthed jar. Fabric: L1. Context (258). 
23. Bodysherd from a cheese-press. Fabric: L1. Context (258). 
24. Thickened rim pithoi decorated with impressed comb latticing on the exterior of the 
rim. Fabric: L1. Context (259). 
25. Rolled rim necked jar / pithoi. Fabric: L1. Context (258). 
26. Wide-mouthed jar / pithoi. Fabric: L1. Context (235).  
27. Conical-mouthed jar. Fabric: L1. Context (259). 
28. Beaker decorated with comb-impressed decoration. Fabric: L1. Context (259). 
29. Curved-wall dish with smoothed surfaces. Fabric: L3. Context (259). 
30. Small open lamp, sooted on the interior. Fabric: L3. Context (259). 
31. Necked jar with a combed neck surmounted by a single wavy line. Fabric: L1. 
Context (235). 
 
Figure 2: SITE A 
 
32. Large storage jar with a sharply everted flaring rim with a slightly uneven top. 
Oxidised. Fabric: L2. Context (235).  
33. Wide-mouthed jar / pithoi. Fabric L1. Context (235). 
34. Flared rim jar decorated with a single line of impressed dots on the rim. Fabric: L1. 
Context (235). 
35. Handmade, simple rim jar. Fabric: L3. Context (235). 
36. Handmade jar decorated with tooled lines in a geometric-style design. Fabric: L3. 
Context (235). 
37. Handmade jar decorated with tooled multi-directional groups of lines. Fabric: CA1. 
Context (235). 
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38. Bodysherd decorated with blocks of incised lines. Fabric: CA1. Context (235). 
39. Open lamp. Fabric: L3. Context (235). 
40. Small open lamp. Sooted on the exterior and upper interior. Fabric: L3. Context 
(235). 
41. Shallow conical dish. Fabric: GR1. Context (235). 
42. Amphora rim. Oxidised micaceous fabric, probably Aegean. Fabric: AMP10. Context 
(235). 
43-44. Narrow-necked jars with an externally ridged necks. Fabric: L1. Context (235). 
45. Foot from a tripod or similar vessel. Fabric: L3. Context (235). 
46. Pedestalled vase from a goblet cut away in the underside. Fabric: L3. Context (235). 
47. Handmade pedestalled goblet with a small handle. Fabric: L3. Context (235).  
48. Small carinated cup. Fabric|: L1. Context (235). 
49. Base. Fabric: L3. Context (235). 
50. Handmade, perforated cheese press. Fabric: GR1. Context (235). 
51. Amphora with oval section handles. Oxidised, very micaceous fabric. Possibly a 
Thasian amphora made on the Greek island of Thasos in the late 6th to early 5th centuries. 
Fabric: AMP10. Context (235). 
52. Small ‘knob’. Fabric: GR1. Context (235). 
53. Applied horizontal lug. Fabric: L3. Context (235). 
54. Ceramic wheel from a model cart. Fabric: LIPY. SF 19. Context (235). 
55. Handled bowl. Fabric: L3. Context (232). 
56. Flared rim jar / pithoi. Fabric: L1. Context (232). 
57. Handmade flared rim jar. Combed interior. Fabric: L1. Context (232). 
58. Narrow-mouthed jar. Fabric: L1. Context (232). 
59. Wide-mouthed, handled jug. Fabric: L1. Context (232). 
60. Vertical loop handle from a cauldron. Fabric: GR1. Context (232). 
61. Amphora. Pinkish interior with a yellow-beige  core/exterior. Fine fabric ?Aegean.  
Context (232). 
62. Slightly asymmetrical pedestal from a goblet. Fabric: GR1. Context (232). 
63. Slightly asymmetrical pedestal from a goblet. Fabric: L3. Context (232). 
64. Small pedestalled base. Fabric: GR1. Context (232). 
65. Base with a shallow footring.  Black-slipped fine buff ware. Attic ware (FW1). 
Context (232).  
66. Slightly tapering handle or tripod foot with a round cross-section. Fabric: L1. Context 
(232). 
67.  Bodysherd with a raised ridge above which is combed decoration and an applied rib 
with lightly diagonally scored surface. Fabric: L1. Context (232). 
68. Small bodysherds decorated with horizontal lines of lenticular impressions. Fabric: 
L1. Cleaning horizon (257). 
69. Short projecting handle. Orientation uncertain. Fabric: L3. Cleaning horizon (257). 
70. Small, wide-mouthed jar decorated with two lines of lenticular impressions. Black in 
colour. Fabric: L3. Context (260). 
 
Figure 3: SITE B 
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71. Basesherd from a wheelmade jar with a smooth exterior. Tooled line latticing on 
underside of base made whilst the vessel was still in a green (unfired) condition. Fabric: 
L3. Context (340). 
72. Wide-mouthed jar decorated with a line of punched circles below the rim. Fabric: 
CA1. Context (340). 
73. Fineware base with a shallow footring. Probably a dish or other open form. Thin 
brownish slip on the interior, slightly more reddish in colour on the exterior. Very fine, 
pale grey/buff fabric with no visible inclusions. Fabric: FW4. Context (340). 
74. Handle with two projecting spurs. Fabric L3. Context (340). 
75. Small diameter jar with a short everted rim. Fabric: L3. Context (340). 
76. Bodysherd from a closed form with a post-firing graffiti (incomplete). Fabric:  M1. 
SF4. Context (340). Hellenistic. 
77. Wide-mouthed jar. Fabric L1. Context (340). 
78. Large, handmade storage jar with a burnt, distorted rim. Smoothed interior. The 
exterior has a smooth, semi-burnished finish and matt black painted vertical lines. Fabric: 
L3. Context (340). 
79. Wide-mouthed jar decorated with a band of vertical lines. Fabric: L3. Context (401). 
80. Wide-mouthed jar or bowl. Fabric: L1. Context (401). 
81. Large jar / pithoi with a slashed rim, a double raised cordon and impressed arcading. 
Fabric: GR1. Context (401). 
82. Jar with a slightly flaring, undifferentiated rim. Decorated with a single slightly 
irregular line of finger depressions. Fabric GR6. Context (401). 
83.  Open vessel with a thumbed applied cordon below the rim. Fabric: QTZ. Context 
(401). 
84. Large jar with an internally bevelled rim and the remains of a small looped handle. 
Fabric: L3. Context (401).  
85. Plain-walled bowl. Fabric: GR2. Context (398). 
86. Handmade simple rim jar. Fabric: GR1. Context (398). 
87. Carinated dish. Fabric: L1. Context (398). 
88. Simple everted rim jar. Smoothed exterior. Fabric: L3. Context (398). 
89. Flagon, with a damaged top. Fabric: OXIDF. Context (398). 
90. Bodysherd with an applied lug split into two pieces. Fabric: GR2. Context (398). 
91. Jar with applied lugs. Fabric: GR2. Context (398).  
92. Wide-mouthed jar. Fabric: L3. Context (398).  
93. Large jar with an incurving rim, Fabric: GR2. Context (398).  
94. Flared rim large jar / pithoi. Fabric: L1. Context (398).  
95. Flared rim large jar / pithoi. Internally combed. Fabric: GR1. Context (398). 
96. Wide-mouthed jar decorated with diagonal lightly tooled lines. Fabric: L3. Context 
(398). 
97. Wide-mouthed jar. Fabric: L1. Context (398). No 13 
 
Figure 4: SITE A 
 
98. Bodysherd from a large vessel, ?pithoi decorated with depressed rectangular 
impressions above which is a line of  ring-and-dot impressions. The zone above this 
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shows the two front lower legs of a hoofed animal incised into the clay. Fabric: GR3. Site 
A, Context (235). 
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1.  Nos 1-31. Selection of pottery from Site A. Scale 1:4 
2.  Nos 32-70. Selection of pottery from Site A. Scale 1:4 
3. Nos 71-97. Selection of pottery from Site B. Scale 1:4 
4. Decorated potsherd from layer 235.  



Code Description 137/174 No No% Wt Wt% EVE EVE%
AMP miscellaneous amphorae 2 15 0,4 318 0,5 7 0,3
AMP1 fine dark brown/oxidised ?Rhodian 25 2 0,1 196 0,3 17 0,8
AMP2 very fine calcareous fabric ?Aegean 7 1 0,0 38 0,1 0 0,0
AMP5 thinner dark orange ,sparse limestone 4 1 0,0 19 0,0 0 0,0
AMP10 oxid, very micaceous, Thasian? 0 18 0,5 797 1,2 12 0,6
AMP12 dark orange, sparse limestone, iron, sand 0 1 0,0 78 0,1 0 0,0
AMP16 beige with light scatter ?black sand 1 0,0 12 0,0 0 0,0
AMP18 buff,  micaceous with feldspar, quartz etc 1 0,0 15 0,0 0 0,0
AMPCOL Colchian amphorae black sand (BS1) 27 6 0,2 263 0,4 13 0,6
BS black sand-tempered 7 0,2 95 0,1 0 0,0
FW1 black-slipped 'Attic' ware 2 0,1 10 0,0 0 0,0
FW4 brown-slipped fineware 3 1 0,0 17 0,0 0 0,0
FW6 brown-slipped fineware 1 0,0 16 0,0 0 0,0
CA1 calcite-tempered 12 46 1,2 947 1,4 8 0,4
CA2 vesicular, calcite-tempered 10 3 0,1 26 0,0 0 0,0
CA3 common calcite, mainly pithoi 2 9 0,2 227 0,3 11 0,5
FL1 flint-tempered 4 0,1 106 0,2 0 0,0
GR1 rough textured gritty fabric, limestone 158 507 13,1 17304 25,0 117,5 5,7
GR2 as above with additional volcanics 99 53 1,4 841 1,2 16 0,8
GR3 mixture inclusions including ?flint 28 68 1,8 4364 6,3 0 0,0
GR4 oxidised, quartz and iron 4 0,1 183 0,3 0 0,0
GR6 oxidised, fine, sparse grits. 9 0,2 183 0,3 0 0,0
GRLI grog with limestone 2 0,1 92 0,1 0 0,0
GY grey ware 18 1 0,0 9 0,0 0 0,0
GRSAFLPY grog with sand, flint and volcanic sand 1 0,0 103 0,1 0 0,0
LI1 buff limestone-tempered 1438 1099 28,3 15920 23,0 751 36,6
LI2 limestone with iron 1 113 2,9 986 1,4 54 2,6
LI3 sparse-moderate limestone 231 1575 40,6 23052 33,3 1008 49,1
LIFE limestone and ferruginous pellets 8 8 0,2 278 0,4 7 0,3
LIPY limestone and volcanics 56 16 0,4 167 0,2 0 0,0
OXID miscellaneous oxidised 21 3 0,1 11 0,0 0 0,0
SA1 medium sandy 129 170 4,4 1956 2,8 25 1,2
SA2 smooth sandy, sparse iron 0 128 3,3 53 0,1 5 0,2
SA3 very sandy, rare flint, iron 0 5 0,1 457 0,7 0 0,0
TOTAL 2279 3881 100,0 69139 100,0 2051 100,0
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Code Descriptio 137/174 No No% Wt Wt% EVE EVE%
AMP miscellaneo 2 1 0,1 8 0,0 0 0,0
AMP4 dark orange 2 2 0,2 18 0,1 0 0,0
AMP5 thinner dark 4 4 0,4 52 0,2 0 0,0
AMP7 Late Roman amphora 1 0,1 22 0,1 0 0,0
AMP10 orange micaceous; ?Thas 1 0,1 64 0,2 0 0,0
AMP12 dark orange 0 1 0,1 95 0,4 0 0,0
AMP13 smooth, buff fine black 3 0,3 35 0,1 0 0,0
AMPOXID oxidised amphora 4 0,4 30 0,1 0 0,0
AMP18 buff,  micaceous with fel 1 0,1 7 0,0 0 0,0
AMP19 dark orange 27 4 0,4 69 0,3 0 0,0
BS1 black sand-tempered 8 0,8 179 0,7 0 0,0
BS2 black sand-tempered 9 0,9 354 1,3 0 0,0
FLLI flint and limestone 2 0,2 53 0,2 0 0,0
FW4 brown-slipp 3 3 0,3 29 0,1 6 1,3
FW5 Lamp 1 0,1 4 0,0 0 0,0
BUFF buff miscellanous 1 0,1 5 0,0 17 3,7
CA1 calcite-tem 12 17 1,7 235 0,9 8 1,7
CA2 vesicular, c 10 2 0,2 16 0,1 0 0,0
CA3 common ca 2 5 0,5 113 0,4 0 0,0
CA4 gritty textur 0 35 3,4 566 2,1 28,5 6,2
FL1 flint-tempered 3 0,3 56 0,2 0 0,0
GR gritty miscellaneous 10 1,0 238 0,9 0 0,0
GR1 rough textu 158 182 17,9 7563 28,1 39 8,4
GR2 as above wi 99 33 3,2 575 2,1 44 9,5
GR3 mixture inclu 28 6 0,6 241 0,9 0 0,0
GR4 oxidised, quartz and iron 23 2,3 925 3,4 0 0,0
GR5 black exterior; red-brown 2 0,2 105 0,4 0 0,0
GR6 oxidised, fine, sparse grit 60 5,9 2687 10,0 7 1,5
LI1 buff limeston 1438 143 14,1 2812 10,4 80,5 17,4
LI2 limestone w 1 2 0,2 25 0,1 0 0,0
LI3 sparse-mod 231 247 24,3 4533 16,8 189 40,9
LI5 sparse-com 0 15 1,5 341 1,3 0 0,0
LI6 medieval limestone-tem 75 7,4 2859 10,6 9 1,9
LIFE limestone a 8 6 0,6 131 0,5 0 0,0
LIPY limestone a 56 5 0,5 183 0,7 0 0,0
M1 very micace 6 12 1,2 246 0,9 0 0,0
MU1 argillacoues 0 2 0,2 35 0,1 0 0,0
OXIDFLI fine oxidise 21 10 1,0 65 0,2 0 0,0
OXIDF fine oxidise 0 13 1,3 200 0,7 0 0,0
OXIDLI oxidised war 18 1 0,1 6 0,0 0 0,0
QTZ quartzite-tempered 2 0,2 62 0,2 10 2,2
SA1 medium san 129 37 3,6 711 2,6 24 5,2
SA2 smooth san 0 1 0,1 9 0,0 0 0,0
SA3 very sandy, r 0 8 0,8 188 0,7 0 0,0
SA4 coarse sandy 7 0,7 121 0,4 0 0,0
SAFE sandy with iron grains 2 0,2 39 0,1 0 0,0
OO unclassified 4 0,4 47 0,2 0 0,0
TOTAL 2255 1016 100,0 26957 100,0 462 100,0











 
 
 
 
British Ambassador praises University’s involvement in Georgian  excavations  
 
Ref: 90/09 JSS                                     30 November 2009  
 
British Ambassador praises University’s involvement in Georgian excavations  
 
The British Ambassador to Georgia, Denis Keefe, has praised archaeologists from the 
University of Winchester for helping to strengthen international ties following last year’s 
outbreak of war in the country.  
 
The British team involved in the Anglo-Georgian Expedition to Nokalakevi (AGEN) returned 
last month from their first visit to the site since the war.  
 
The Ambassador has been a regular visitor at Nokalakevi in West Georgia over the past few 
years. “It’s a beautiful place with interesting work going on and a great team of archaeologists 
and students,” he said. “It was a particular pleasure to see them returning this summer after 
last year’s terrible events.”  
 
This view is shared by the Georgian head of the expedition, Professor David Lomitashvili from 
the Georgian National Museum in Tbilisi.  
 
“Let me tell you, the British people have proved that they are a brave and fearless nation,” 
said Professor Lomitashvili. “They have shown political and scientific courage to the Georgian 
people in what has been a very hard time for our nation.”  
 
Dr Paul Everill from the University of Winchester is Co-director of the British team at 
Nokalakevi, which this year included three students from the University of Winchester and one 
from the University of Southampton.  
 
“I’m so glad we could return in 2009 and demonstrate to our Georgian colleagues that we are 
committed to long-term collaboration,” commented Dr Everill. “The effects of last year’s war 
were all too evident. We were told that Russian troops had been to Nokalakevi investigating 
reports of a military base there. They found only the base of an archaeological expedition and 
luckily, no damage was done.”  
 
This year, Winchester archaeologists were able to undertake a GPS survey of the standing 
remains of Nokalakevi which will enable the expedition to produce more accurate maps of the 
site of the fortress. Ongoing excavations have involved extensive archaeological training for 
both international and Georgian archaeology students.  
 
“Archaeologists make a unique contribution to the growing links between Britain and Georgia,” 
added HM Ambassador, Denis Keefe. “I am glad that the University of Winchester is playing a 
part in this.”  
 
Last year the Georgian Archaeological Commission requested the use of Winchester’s 
definitive document outlining its archaeological practices to use as a model of best practice for 



teaching methods. The Commission aims to reform the Georgian university system by 
recommending new approaches to the teaching of archaeological theory and technique.  
 
Ends  
 
Notes to editors:  
 
The University of Winchester has over 5,800 students studying a wide selection of courses 
ranging from Foundation degrees, Bachelor Honours degrees through to professional 
development, postgraduate Masters and Research degrees. Programmes of study span the 
arts, humanities, social sciences, business, education, health and social care.  
 
Useful websites for journalists:  
 
www.winchester.ac.uk – The University of Winchester  
www.winchester.ac.uk/press – Information for journalists  
www.winchester.ac.uk/newsreleases – Latest news releases  
 
For further information:  
 
The University of Winchester press office can be contacted by calling 01962 827678 or by 
emailing press@winchester.ac.uk  
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